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Abstract
This thesis addresses the published writing, lectures and interviews of
Louis I. Kahn between 1931 and 1974. It attempts to map the elaboration and
unfolding of meaning that occur in four of his major concepts: Form and
Design, realization, expression and Silence and Light. His textual production
is aimed at trying to understand the nature of architecture and its beginnings.
This interest leads him into ever widening fields of inquiry into the nature of
nature, the nature of man and the nature of beginnings. Most of his concepts
can be reduced to a polarity of the measurable and the unmeasurable. His
thinking to has two distinct phases: in the first period, 1931 to 1960, he
focuses on the tangible concerns of the nature of architecture; in the second
phase, from 1960 to 1974, he investigates its more spiritual aspect.
The premise of the thesis is that Kahn's writing is cryptic only insofar
as one does not understand his particular meanings and definitions for words.
The paper traces the continual transformation of specific concepts and their
meaning and shows their remarkable consistency. It also demonstrates how
Kahn achieves clarity through a strategy of differentiation. Kahn's underlying
motivation is to understand the unmeasurable so that he can embody a sense of
the eternal in his architecture.
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INTRODUCTION
Kahn writes to explain things to himself and to fulfil his idea that he
can understand the nature of things. Kahn searches primarily for an
understanding of the nature of architecture and its beginnings. This leads him
into ever-widening fields of inquiry from the nature of a brick, the nature of
institutions to the nature of nature and the nature of man. His underlying
motivation is to understand the unmeasurable so that he can embody a sense of
the eternal in his architecture.
He cannot be called an expository writer since he does not write to
explain his concepts or his work; neither is he trying to convince us of his
point of view, nor does he think in terms of logic. His writing is unclear and
repetitive and difficult to read, yet, there is within it a strong-willed rigor and
exactness that provides structure and insight into his sometimes intangible
notions. The premise of this thesis is that Kahn is not obscure or an occultist,
rather he deals with metaphysical concepts in a disciplined way with elemental
thinking and rigorous definitions.
Kahn's writing is not really "writing"; it is his talking, because most of
his textual production is in fact transcripts of lectures and interviews. In his
written work, he is simply exploring his ideas, And his ideas are changing all
the time. For this reason, his ideas at any particular moment cannot be
understood without a map of the overall structure of his thinking. Without this
understanding, Kahn will be misinterpreted and then relegated to the realm of
confused and confusing thinkers.
Kahn's writing is often misunderstood. He addresses metaphysical
subject matters in an almost stream of consciousness manner which he
combines with a dense, fragmented and poetic phrasing. This makes his
writing "quotelike," which Kahn hated, and which, without an awareness of
his particular definitions for things, makes him easily misquoted.
This thesis attempts to provide a first step of forging a relationship
between his ideas and the context within which he wrote. The study itself is a
Kahnian endeavor to define the nature of things before establishing their
relationships to each other. In trying to understand what he was saying we are
helping to define his position. This position then gives us a basis with which
both to understand and criticize his architecture.
The thesis will demonstrate the remarkable consistency of certain
themes - the measurable and the unmeasurable nature of things and beginnings.
It will also map the equally remarkable number of changes that occur with the
elaboration and unfolding of major concepts: Form and Design, realization,
expression, and Silence and Light.
Kahn's textual production extends from 1931 to 1974. It is marked by
two distinct phases. The first is from 1931 to 1960 when Kahn focuses
primarily on trying to understand design and the beginnings of architecture.
He investigates both through his notions of Form and Design and realization.
This phase ends in 1960 with Kahn's meeting with Jonas Salk. This meeting
until his death in 1974 is his more spiritual phase. Although his concerns
remain the same there is a notable shift from physical concerns to the more
metaphysical. Now he explored beginnings and the unmeasurable and
measurable through expression and Silence and Light.
The first chapter describes the nature of his writing and thinking. The
second and third chapters isolate and trace chronologically the inception and
transformation of several concepts: Form and Design and realization in chapter
two while chapter three shows his more spiritual concerns through expression
and Silence and Light. The final chapter summarizes his understandings of the
nature of architecture the nature of nature, the nature of man and the nature of
beginnings.
CHAPTER I: ELEMENTAL THINKING
Intentions
The intention behind Kahn's entire textual production might be
summarized in his statement that "nothing interests [him] more than the nature
of something."' On another occasion he repeats that what he really looks for
is the nature of something.2 Kahn's intent through his consolidated phrases of
carefully chosen words is to understand the nature of things - the nature of a
brick, the nature of institutions, the natures of man and architecture, and
ultimately perhaps the nature of himself.
Kahn not only believes that trying to portray the nature of something is
"very essential" but that it will bring about a new architecture.3 Establishing
the nature of something lies within the domain of the architect's
'Kahn Lecture, Drexel (University) Architectural Society, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 5 November 1968 in
What Will Be Has Always Been: The Words of Louis I. Kahn, Richard Saul Wurman (New York: Access Press
and Rizzoli, 1986). 28. Subsequently referred to as Wurman.
2Kahn, 'Talks with Students," Architecture at Rice, no. 26 (1969): 1-53, in Louis I. Kahn: Writings,
Lectures and Interviews, ed. Alessandra Latour (New York: Rizzoli, 1991), 171. Subsequently referred to as
Writings.
'Kahn, "Silence and Light - Louis 1. Kahn at ETH," Lecture at Eidgen6ssische Technische Hochschule,
Zurich, Switzerland, February 12, 1969, in Writings, 244.
responsibility4 and it allows the architect to find the avenue of architectural
expression. The nature of things can only be attained through beginnings and
Kahn believes that "at the beginning was poetry."
Kahn writes neither to explain his architecture nor his ideas about the
measurable and the unmeasurable to others. Words are the medium that Kahn
uses to explore the intangible quality that he wants his architecture to express.
Kahn does not write for others, but only when asked. His writing is not a
statement about his position, or a manifesto. Kahn writes to explain things to
himself.
Most of Kahn's published texts come from interviews, lectures or
manuscripts. In fact, approximately only a quarter of his total textual
production was written specifically for publication in journals. Most of the
text is comprised of transcripts for interviews, lectures and discussions. Of the
text before 1960, 85% was for journals: however, after 1960 it dropped to 15%
with many pieces being dedications, forewords and remarks. Kahn's early
writing is intended for publication; after that he spoke.
The Struggle to Write
Writing for Kahn was a struggle.6 As Kahn explains: "I had to write
an article, I should have said I desired to write an article, but to write is like
4Kahn, "'Ihe Nature of Nature," Lecture and discussion at "Education for Urban Design," AIA-ACSA
Seminar, Cranbrook Academy of Art, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, June 14, 1961, in Writings, 143.
'Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier? An Interview with Louis Kahn," Pennsylvania Gazette (Philadelphia)
71, no.3 (December 1972): 18-20, in Writings, 310.
'Kahn, discusses how drawing was natural to him - his natural way of expressing - with respect to being
examined in physics. He comments that if he could have drawn physics instead of having to take notes he
would have surprised himself and his teacher even though his interpretations would have had nothing to do with
physics specifically (Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972, in Writings, 303).
pulling teeth, very difficult. I'd love to but it isn't my natural talent."7 Kahn
is the first to acknowledge that he had "no orderly way of making [his] point
clear."8 In an interview with Patricia McLaughlin for the Pennsylvania
Gazette he remarks on the sequential nature of her mind. I cannot be this way,
he explains, "I rather think cryptically,...I tend to relate things that are not
really immediate, that are way back there somewhere (and I think it's
continuous!), which is why I'm very hard to follow."9 Kahn says that often
he is difficult to understand because he has images in his mind and "just a
sense."10
Nevertheless, at the end of a lecture at Princeton University, Kahn
admits that he can do better with questions than with trying to draw something
out of his mind which has not yet been written down." The teacher in Kahn
makes him realize that "the statement" is what he should aspire to. He says
that he would not get into why he did something, but he would simply "make
a statement that it is this way." 2  He did this with the hope that someone
with a more logical approach to things would realize it.'3
Part of the difficulty in Kahn's writing is that his ideas have a long
gestation. At the Princeton lecture, entitled "White Light and Black Shadow,"
he confesses that the topic of his talk is new in his mind and that he has a
"Kahn, University of Cinncinati, College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning, in Wurman, 74.
'Kahn, "The White Light and the Black Shadow," Lecture at Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey,
March 6, 1968, in Wurman, 14.
'Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972, in Writings, 299.
'
0Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corubsier?" 1972, in Writings, 301.
"Kahn, "The White Light and the Black Shadow," Lecture at Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey,
March 6, 1968, in Wurman, 18.
"Kahn, From a Conversation with Jamine Mehta, October 22, 1973, in Wurman, 222.
"Kahn, From a Conversation with Jamine Mehta, October 22, 1973, in wurman, 222.
long way to go before it will emerge into a freer, easier understanding.14
This is reflected in the long and difficult paths that occur with concepts such
as Form and Design, realization and expression.
Perhaps part of the difficulty with Kahn's writing is, as he recognizes,
that he doesn't know how to extend things
because I don't have any historical knowledge, nor any
research tendencies. I can't look up and find other literature, I
just can't do it. And so it's left, in a way, in a very
undeveloped state, as though it were just an offering for
someone else, you know to extend. It doesn't happen, because
I really say too little to make it completely understandable.
That's why I like to talk about it, because I talk about it more
freely, because writing is very difficult for me, though I've
done some..." 5
Not only is there an inability to expand things and let them be known, but
there is also a certain desire to keep them compressed. Part of what makes
Kahn obscure is that he says too little to be understood but part is also that he
works too hard to make his written work succinct:
I always - when I read tapes back, I modify, not to be
something that sounds like it's coming from Olympus. It must
not sound this way because, actually, there's a natural kind of
urge to express in more succinct term, but not too many words.
It could sound like an attempt at poetry, or something like that,
which is really not my intention.16
Succinctness and economy are his goal and the economical nature of poetics
serves him well. He used this form because he claims it reduces things to
their essentials. This is confirmed by his habit of using possible metaphors
like Silence and Light, not as imagery but for representing theoretical concepts.
1 4Kahn, "The White Light and the Black Shadow," Lecture at Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey,
March 6, 1968, in Wurman, 18.
"Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972, in Writings, 309.
"'Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972 in Writings, 311.
7Kahn, In the L.I.K. Studios, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, September 29, 1969,
in wunan, 83.
Poetics
Kahn writing is poetic but he was not a poet. It is poetic in the choice
of words, in the condensed expression of his ideas, and in his use of poetic
form. (See figure 1.) The text combines Kahn's metaphysical subject matter
expressed by his dense, fragmented writing style. His writing is almost like
stream of consciousness, with specific themes being addressed over several
lines or in a "paragraph," or through poetic phrases. For Kahn, poetic form
reduced things to their essence.
Gabor, a member of Kahn's office staff, illuminates another reason for
Kahn's poetic form of writing. Gabor considers a word as having two
qualities, "one is the measurable quality, which is its everyday use, and the
other is the marvel of its existence altogether, which is an unmeasurable
quality."' 8 What interests Kahn is this idea of the unmeasurable quality of
the word and the relation of the poet to the unmeasurable:
The poet is one who goes from the seat of the unmeasurable
and travels toward the measurable but keeps the force of the
unmeasurable with him all the time, disdaining almost to write
a word, which is the means. Art, the first, word. And he goes
toward the measurable but holds the unmeasurable until the
last moment he must write a word because, although he desires
not to say anything, words propel his poetry. He has to
succumb to the word after all. But he's travelled such a great
distance before he used any of the means.' 9
What interests Kahn about the poet is this unmeasurable quality because the
unmeasurable aspects of our existence are the most important ones.2 0 So,
sKahn, "Talks with Students," 1964, in Writings, 156.
"Kahn, "1973: Brooklyn, New York," Perspecta, no. 19 (1982): 89-100. Lecture at Pratt Institute, New
York, Fall 1973, in Writings, 327.
'Kahn, "On Form and Design," Journal of Architectural Education 15, no. 3 (Fall 1960): 62-65. Lecture
at the American Collegiate Schools of Architecture Meeting, University of California, Berkeley, April 22, 1960,
in Writings, 103.
when Kahn claims that he would "much rather write cryptic things, and then
do something," he is referring to the value that he puts on the unmeasurable
and on that which is not yet built, or not yet expressed. He illustrates his
point by telling us about an article that he read concerning men at Berkeley
who were inspired to write poetry without words which impressed him very
much.2' What Kahn finds sympathetic to his way of thinking in poetry is
that it "expresses that which is trying to eliminate the word, to express
something to the mind. It tries to say nothing and convey its power."22
There is another aspect of poetry that appeals to Kahn which he credits
to Robert Le Ricolais, a structural engineer who taught a studio with Kahn at
the University of Pennsylvania. When asked by a student what the intuitive is,
Le Ricolais answered, "What made man venture to make the first thing? Surely
it was not his knowledge but his sense of validity. But intuition must be fed.
I might say that everything must begin with poetry."23  The sense that poetry
is the beginning and expresses the unmeasurable makes it a medium which
Kahn can use to explore and to understand the unmeasurable aspect of
architecture.
Poetry and architecture are one and the same for Kahn because "when
you think [in terms] of a building, you can't but think almost immediately of a
poem, because a poem to one mind is the same as the building is to another
mind. They are both incredible."24 And Kahn thinks of developing
architectural elements to such an extent that they become "a poetic entity
"Kahn, "The White Light and the Black Shadow," Lecture at Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey,
March 6, 1968, in Wurman, 14.
'Kahn, "On the roof of the Ducal Palace," venice, Italy, February 26, 1971, in Wurman, 118.
"Kahn quoting Robert Le Ricolais, "Architecture: Silence and Light," in Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,
On the Future of Art (New York: viking Press, 1970), 20-35. Lecture at Guggenheim Museum, New York,
December 3, 1968, in Writings, 257.
'Kahn, An Interview, VIA, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, January 11, 1969, in Wurman, 36.
which has its own beauty" outside of its place in a composition. At the end
of his life, Kahn describes architecture as being definable only by the poet, at
least until the architect reaches the stage "when he possesses the secret silent
qualities of the poet."26 What Kahn admires about the poet is how he "tries
to say nothing," even though he has to say something because verbal
expression is his only tool. For Kahn, there is no greater compliment than to
tell him that he is a poet.27
Words
Kahn is very preoccupied by the choice of words. He makes this clear
in his interview with Patricia McLaughlin when he reveals that Le Corbusier
and Paul Cret were his teachers:
I have learned not to do as they did, not to...not to imitate. I
would say - imitate? - but to derive out of their spirit, to derive
out of their spirit. I don't want to say what was derived,
because it hurts; derive - it's very strong, derive is powerful if
not...They invent, what would that be? - derive is a verb? - and
derived too is a verb - English is not my subject.
In another instance in discussing how a work of architecture is an offering to
the spirit of architecture Kahn adds that it is done so "in all joy and
humiliation - and humility, not 'humiliation' - 'and humility' - I can throw
words around, and sometimes just the wrong ones."29
sKahn, 'Remarks: Louis I. Kahn," Perspecta, no. 9/10 (1965): 303-35. Edited and revised lecture at Yale
School of Architecture, October 30, 1963, in Writings, 199.
'Kahn, "Harmony Between Man and Architecture," Design (Bombay) 18, no. 3 (March 1974): 23-28, in
Writings, 334.
'Kahn, "Harmony Between Man and Architecture," 1974, in Writings, 334.
"Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972 in Writings, 307.
'Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972, in Writings, 306.
When an accepted vocabulary fails to convey his meaning, Kahn
makes up words. He describes the difference between the human sense of
Mansart's buildings along the edge of the Seine and the financial sense of the
skyscrapers of our time; he declares the latter to be "anarchitectural."3 0 In
another instance he describes how architecture came to him through examples
of great work. Kahn says he can still see these examples "as the most
resounding influence - let's say, the most resounding reflections - of powerful
commonality, powerful commonality...truenesses - you know? - just think of it,
truenesses, it's a word, never mind, I invented it..."31
Kahn's lack of conformity involves not only how things are said, but
the unique meaning he gives to words. Even though Kahn has difficulty with
language, he feels that he has no need to conform to standards of writing or
word meanings. He struggles for a long time to define Order. It is only when
he comes to "Order Is" that he feels that he has really begun to write. The
reason, he states, is because there is "something in what I said that didn't have
to conform to how things are said." 2
Words are not used metaphorically or for their imagery; rather they
represent theoretical constructs. Form in the end has nothing to do with an
object's physical disposition, but represents a guiding idea within which design
can operate. In a similar manner, realization does not mean making something
real or having an existence; he limits his meaning to the activity of forming a
clear and distinct concept. Kahn's definition of realization comes closer to the
sense of disclosing something that was previously unknown, disguised or
concealed. By Silence Kahn does not mean quiet, but refers to Malraux's The
Voices of Silence - the feeling you get when you pass the pyramids and they
"Kahn, "Harmony Between Man and Architecture," 1974, in Writings, 334.
"Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972, in Writings, 299.
"Kahn, "On the Roof of the Ducal Palace," Venice, Italy, February 26, 1971, in wurman, 119.
want to tell you "what was the force that caused them to be made."3  Silence
precedes creation4; it is the will to be to express.15 Light is not illumination
but is "the giver of all presences" and "what is possible." To express is to be;
it is not self-expression, the artistic expression of one's personality, but is a
manifestation of the essence or nature of a thing.
In a sense Kahn "designs" words to fit them within larger concepts.
For Kahn, words can be manipulated or sculpted. In a discussion with Gabor,
he explains how Gabor equates words with a piece of sculpture by Phidias.
Kahn adopts this notion because "even a word is a work of art." 7 He
believes that "a word has to be something which is not so sophisticated as it is
homespun."30 Words are not discrete and untouchable entities: "useable
languages are only made so that expressions can lead to art. The art of saying
things, not just little pebbles which form words."3 9
There is a constant effort on Kahn's part to define words and to use
them precisely. Although Kahn says that "it is not defining or overdefining
something which ruins [something]," 40 he does say that defining is dangerous.
"because everybody understands, knows and sees the implicit in his own
way."41 For this reason things are better left "in a sense of question."42
"Kahn, How'm I Doing, Corbusier," 1972 in Writings, 309.
'Kahn, From a Conversation with Jamine Mehta, October 22, 1973, in Wurman, 219.
"Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972, in Writings, 308.
"Kahn, "Silence and Light," 1969, in Writings, 238.
"Kahn, University of Cinncinati, College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning, in Wurman, 75.
"Kahn, From a Conversation with Richard Saul Wurman, Flight to San Francisco, California, October 1973,
in Wurman, 235.
"Kahn, University of Cinncinati, College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning, in Wurman, 75.
"Kahn, "On the Roof of the Ducal Palace," Venice, Italy, February 26, 1971, in Wurman, 119.
4 Kahn, Conversation with Jonas Salk, San Diego, California, May 20, 1972, in Wurman, 145.
Notwithstanding, this does give us an insight into Kahn's propensity for
personalizing definitions.
Ignoring his own caveat about the dangers of defining, Kahn not only
gives his own personal definition for words but he does so with much
meticulousness. For example, architecturally Kahn distinguishes between a
hall - which is a worthy thing to walk through in a school - and a corridor -
which degenerates into a place to walk through. Kahn believes that "truth"
is "anything that happens whether you like it or not. It is an unmeasurable
quality."" Facts, on the other hand, deal with natural phenomena; they "lend
themselves to measurement" 45 Kahn also distinguishes between presence and
existence, which he insists are vastly different in man's work. A thought, for
example, is existence - it has no presence, it is not material. Presence is in
the realm of the physical and thus, is measurable. Kahn uses the same strategy
when differentiating between architecture and a work of architecture.
Architecture has no presence; it is only brought into presence as a work of
architecture," - as a singular expression. Through this process of
fastidiousness Kahn reveals his predilection to divide everything into a polarity
of the measurable and the unmeasurable.
By placing concepts and words in polarities Kahn could discover how
each was different from the other. Major themes - like Form and Design - are
placed in polarities. Many words were placed in such a relationship, words
which often seemed to be similar. For example, he draws careful lines
'Kahn, Conversation with Jonas Salk, San Diego, California, 20 May 1972, in wurman, 145.
'Kahn, "Silence and Light," 1969, in Writings, 235.
"Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier," 1972, in Writings, 299.
'Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier," 1972, in Writings, 299.
"Kahn, University of Cincinnati, College of Design, Architecture and Planning, in Wurman, 73.
between the inspiration to express, the desire to express and the will to
express.
Elemental Thinking and Frameworks
In 1944, Kahn states:
Outstanding masters of building design indicated the direction
an architect may take to unravel and translate into simple terms
the complexity of modern requirements. They have restated
the meaning of a wall, a post, a beam, a roof and a window,
and their interrelation in space. They had to be restated when
we recall the conglomerations that style copying tortured these
elements into. Efforts towards a comprehensive architecture
will help to develop these elements and refine their meaning.
A wall dividing interior space is not the same wall dividing the
outside from the interior....47
On another occasion he discusses two strategies in thinking about a stair. In
the first strategy the elements consist of the landing and the stair; in the second
strategy, the entire stair is considered as a single element. Both of these
approaches are what Kahn considers "thinking very much elemental." 48
Furthermore, an element such as a door, can lead to insights which go far
beyond the design problems presented by a door or a gateway.49
Kahn does not think in terms of architectural elements in order to use
them in a historically correct manner; nor does he spend much time
'"Kahn, "Monumentality," in New Architecture and City Planning, A Symposium, ed. Paul Zucker, 577-88.
New York: Philosophical Library, 1944, in Writings, 24.
"Louis Kahn, In the L.I.K. Studios, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, September 29,
1969, in Wurman, 78-79. This essay is Kahn's most complete discussion about his definition of elements and
elemental thinking. The discussion about elements at times is similar to that of Julien Guadet's in his course
book BlMments de Thlorie de l'Architecture of 1909, where he refers to the elements of architecture as the
"arsenal" of architecture.
'"Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture: CIAM in Otterlo 1959," ed. Oscar Newman, 205, 209-17 (New
York: Universe Books, 1961). Talk at the Conclusion of the Otterlo Conference, Otterlo, Netherlands,
September 7-15, 1959, in Writings, 95.
developing the notion of architectural elements as building components. He
wants to define the inseparable parts and not make "an accounting, a listing, a
categorizing of what happened."50 Elemental thinking refers to his strategy of
exploring the nature of architectural elements. Distinguishing elements is
very important: "you are thinking of elements like stairways; you think of
walls; you think of a roof being different from a floor."5" Elements "must be
separated in order to be great, and not be homogenized."52  Distinguishing
every element "should be as important as calling Saturn Saturn and Mars
Mars." Thinking of things elementally refers to knowing what makes a
certain building component different from another. It requires knowing its
nature. Kahn describes how he works "to develop the element to such an
extent that it becomes a poetic entity which has its own beauty outside of its
place in the composition.""4 The sense of the elemental is lost if you do not
think of "one thing being of significance in itself."5  An element is a
consciousness of the parts, and so a building that is "elementally lost" is one in
which there is a lack of consciousness of the elements or parts.
If you are not thinking about things elementally what you are doing is
composing, not designing.56 Design is the infighting57 that perfects
"Kahn, A Verbal Autobiography, From a Conversation with Jamine Mehta, October 22, 1973, in Wurman,
230.
s"Kahn, In the LI.K. Studio, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, September 29, 1969,
in Wurman, 83.
"Louis Kahn, In the L.I.K. Studio, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, September 29,
1969, in Wurman, 86.
"Kahn, Lecture to Towne Society of Civil and Mechanical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, November 19, 1968, in Wurman, 34.
'Kahn, "Remarks," 1965, in Writings, 199.
"Louis Kahn, In the LI.K. Studio, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, September 29, 1969, in
Wurman, 79.
'Kahn, In the L.I.K. Studio, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, September 29, 1969, in Wurman, 80.
"Kahn, In the L.I.K. Studios, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, September 29, 1969,
in Wurman, 80.
elements." It is the process of making the elements more "wonderful" so
that when you compose them, "they marry each other very well, and that for
no one do you shortchange the element itself."09 Nevertheless, composition is
the greater thing6 : "composition is dealing with the element, and design is a
matter of working within them so it becomes perfection. Composition to me
becomes attitude and it has to do with the recognition of elements."61 For
Kahn, "architects should be composers and not designers. They should be
composers of elements."62
Elements are discrete entities63 and they define the nature of things,
however, Kahn's point is to establish the relationship between elements.
Elements are not discreet and isolated entities but are related to a way of life.
They are related "in the same way as scraping your feet of snow when you
enter the doorway and fumble with the key. There is this relationship of the
door which is not at all but elemental.""
As fundamental as defining the nature of things is Kahn's need to
place concepts within a larger framework. In his first published essay, "The
Value and Aim of Sketching," he writes:
No object is entirely apart from its surrounding and therefore
cannot be represented convincingly as a thing in itself; also the
presence of our own individuality causes it to appear
"Kahn, The Profession and Education Address to the International Congress of Architects, Isfahan, Iran,
September 1970, in wurman, 96.
"Kahn, In the LI.K. Studios, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, September 29, 1969,
in Wurman, 80.
"Kahn, The Profession and Education Address to the International Congress of Architects, Isfahan, Iran,
September 1970, in Wurman, 96.
"Kahn, "Address by Louis I. Kahn," Boston Society of Architects Journal, no. 1 (1967): 5-20. Address to
Boston Society of Architects, Boston, April 5 1966, in Writings, 214. Subsequently referred to as "Address."
"Kahn, "Address," 1966, in Writings, 213.
"Kahn, "Address," 1966 in Writings, 213.
"Kahn, "Address," 1966, in Writings, 213.
differently than it would to others. The simplest form, be it
but a molding, is only a part of a creative process. It is the
interwoven relation of that molding to the rest of the creation
which makes it significant. It is this kind of relation that we
should look for.65
Looking at elements is more that a preoccupation with discrete parts. For
Kahn these elements need a climate within which they can develop. This
means that they must have a framework.66 The notion of a framework
appears through his concept of Form and Design. He is not interested in
design for design's sake but in "how to approach the problem of design, or,
rather, what sets up the framework; what sets up the atmosphere within which
design is possible?" 67 The eventual answer to his question will be Form,
which is for Kahn an inner image which reflects the nature of a thing. Later,
in 1967, he will introduce his concept of Silence and Light, as the framework
within which art and man's inspiration to create is placed. Likewise,
individual expression takes place within the larger context of the "spirit
architecture" which he also calls commonness. Thus, the "religion of your
work" is to work with elements, which leave your mind completely uncluttered
with a sense that you can develop on your own68 in order to satisfy the sense
of commonness. His approach is to propose an intangible framework within
which the tangible is possible. (See figure 2).
By the time Kahn begins publishing in a consistent manner he is over
50 years old. He has internalized the concept of elements as had been
proposed by Beaux-Arts thinkers like Julien Guadet and Auguste Choisy. He
spends little time writing about them in their analytical and categorical sense,
"Kahn, "The Value and Aim of Sketching," T-Square Journal (Philadelphia)i, no. 6 (May 1931): 4, 18-21,
in Writings, 11.
"Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture: CIAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 95.
'Kahn, "This Business of Architecture," Student Publication of the School of Architecture, Tulane University
1 (1955): n.p. Excerpts from lecture at Tulane University, New Orleans, 1954, in Writings, 62.
"Kahn, In the L.I.K. Studios, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, September 29, 1969,
in wurman, 87.
The continual renewal of architecture comes from changing concepts of space
A man with a book goes to the light.
A library begins that way.
He will not go fifty feet away to an electric "
light.
The carrell is the niche which could be thebeginning of the space order and its structure.
In a library the column always begins in light.
Unnamed, the space made by the column structure
evokes its use as a carrell.
A man who reads in seminar will look for the
light but the light is somewhat secondary.
The reading room is impersonal. It is the
meeting in silence of the readers and their,
Chooks; - ---
The large space, the small spaces, the unnamed
spaces and the spaces that serve. The way they
are formed with respect to light is the problem
of all buildings. This one starts with a man
who wants to read a book.
'\'C
Dedication
Ritual
is the chapel
A chapel of a university
Ritual is inspired
Dedication is personal
Inspired by a great teacher the fortunate young
man winks to the chapel as he passes. He feels
dedication and perfor .o his own ritual.. He was
there though he never opened its coor. ' r
The rally centers there and inspires its own ritual.
A man is honored there.
Dedication is its essence.
dhen I first came to Pisa I went straight in the direction of the Piazza. Nearing it
and seeing a distant glim of the Tower filled me so that I stopped short to enter
a shop where I bought an ill fitting English jacket. Not daring to enter the Piassa
Fig. 1. Draft of Kahn's poetic writing form.
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Fig. 2. Kahn places concepts in polarities.
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however; instead, uses the concept to describe essential differences between
architectural components. Once differentiated in this manner, it is possible for
Kahn to establish relationships between them. It is through relationships that
he achieves meaning in his architecture. Kahn searches for the nature of
things because it yields a meaningful basis for design. The question about
design that underlies his entire textual production is: "Where to begin?"69 He
is trying to establish a theory about the generation of meaningful architecture.
"Kahn, Interview, VIA, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March 16, 1969, in Wurman, 68.
CHAPTER 11: THE BEGINNINGS OF ARCHITECTURE
The text in the period from 1931-1960 is Kahn's attempt to discover
the nature of design. He accomplishes through the concepts of Form and
Design and realization. The concept of Form and Design begins conceptually
in 1944 and comes to full maturity around 1960. The core notion remains
intact even though it is initially defined by the words strong concept and
order. Near the end of the evolution of Form and Design (1959), Kahn
introduces the notion of realization. Even though form and realization are
intangible notions, his main concern during this first period is to determine the
nature of design.
Form and Design
In his 1944 essay "Monumentality" Kahn talks about the sculptor's
"tendency to define form and construction."' He talks about "free-standing
forms in space" and the "overall form."2 He repeatedly uses the word form to
mean the physical shape of a thing. This essay is significant because it gives
us the first indications of his life-long interest in beginnings. In this essay he
'Kahn, "Monumentality," 1944, in Writings, 25.
2Kahn, "Monumentality," 1944, in Writings, 26.
encourages architects and engineers to go back to "basic principles" and to
"acquire a new sense of form derived from design rather than to piece together
parts of convenient fabrication."0 Basic principles is Kahn's attempt, in this
early publication, to get at what precedes shape or form. He is looking for a
generator for the physical configuration of things, and although his desire to
get at what precedes form is constant, he will eventually change the term basic
principles to order and finally to form.
Between 1944 and 1953, there is only one published essay (1949)
about Kahn's entry in a competition to design a dairy farm. The article is of
little interest because it allows him no opportunity to express his thoughts.
However in a subsequent article, published in August 1953, Kahn's search for
what precedes design emerges. In extracts from a studio discussion at Yale
with Pietro Belluschi, Philip Johnson, Vincent Scully and Paul Weiss, Kahn
goes beyond looking for what precedes physical form to question what
precedes design. He states his core concept very clearly:
I do not believe starting with form, necessarily, is the way to
produce architecture, but I think it's a highly strong and
natural way to begin. I think we all start with intuitive
doodles which eventually express ourselves. I know that
somehow I get a design suddenly. If the concept is strong, the
design almost falls into place. Our great trouble is to try to
fare into nonexistence many leftovers of ragged thinking which
leaves us with very small pieces to be fixed and that is the
design. I believe the concept should be equal to that of
planting a seed, in which the concept, that is, the result you are
going to get should be quite clear. As you progress and
develop, the form will be modified, and you should welcome
this, because the concept will be so strong that you cannot
destroy it.4
'Louis Kahn, "Monumentality," 1944, in Wfitings, 21.
'Kahn, "On the Responsibility of the Architect," Perspecta 2 (August 1953): 44-47. Studio discussion at
Yale School of Architecture with Philip Johnson, Louis Khan, Vincent Scully, Pietro Belluschi, and Paul weiss,
in Writings, 53.
The indestructibility that characterizes a strong concept would later also
characterize his definition of form.5 However, what is also significant here is
his desire not to be left with "small pieces to be fixed." This is perhaps an
indication of Kahn's need to find a place for every element that he defines
within a larger framework or schema. The larger schema in 1953 is the
concept and his assumption is that every piece of the design should fit within
the constraints the concept poses. He makes this explicit in a lecture at Tulane
University in 1955 by stating that he wants to talk about design, not design for
design's sake but how the problem of design should be approached "or, rather,
what sets up the framework; what sets up the atmosphere within which design
is possible."6
Later that year Kahn would replace the word strong concept with
order, and place it in a polarity with design. According to the proceedings of
the conference held at Princeton University, December 11-12, 1953 Kahn
believes that "we are constantly confusing design and order. Order includes all
the designs of construction - mechanical and spiritual; and design is merely the
process of fitting them into conditions and coming up with a certain experience
which strengthens and even enriches the order."7  The confusion seems to be
his since this is not an altogether clear statement on the nature of order. The
subtitle of these proceedings, "Design as a Circumstance of Order,"" is more
precise in that it at least expresses the relationship between the two. Even
'Kahn is not consistent with the capitalization of the words form and design. Although they are
predominantly uncapitalized they do appear capitalized (for the first time) at the end of his 1961 essay "Form
and Design," even though earlier in the same essay they are not. They are also capitalized in his 1967 essay
"Space and Inspirations." In a forward to Carlo Scarpa Architetto Poeta of 1974 form is placed in single
quotations. Insofar as this essay is concerned, form and design insofar as they refer to the Kahn's theoretical
concepts will be italicized unless when directly quoting Kahn.
'Kahn, "This Business of Architecture," 1954, in Writings, 62.
7Kahn, Architecture and the University: Proceedings of a Conference Held at Princeton University,
December Eleventh and Twelfth Nineteen Hundred and Fifty Three, 27,129-30, 46, 67-68. Princeton: Princeton
University, 1954, in Writings, 54-55. Subsequently referred to as "Architecture and the University."
'Kahn, "Architecture and the University," 1953, in Writings, 55.
before clarifying the nature of order, Kahn is already looking for what
precedes it. In a letter to Anne Tyng, dated one week after the Princeton
University conference, Kahn writes "external shapes must wait until the 'nature
of the space' unfolds and before 'order' can be evolved or created. Now that
is why I had difficulty in explaining order before. The basis from which order
could be derived was absent" [italics mine].9 (See figure 3). Nevertheless, a
year later, in a lecture at Tulane University, Kahn is successful in defining
order as being a "kind of philosophical abstraction of the nature of the space"
as well as "the seed element of your design; it's a part which when planted
gives you your design."" Just as a strong concept allows for a design to
"almost fall into place," order "gives you your design."
Even though he has found a definition for order, in the same lecture at
Tulane University, he expresses his trepidations: "every time I speak about
order I always feel very unsure. I don't know really what words to use to
make it explainable, because people expect something very tangible. But it
isn't."" In 1955, in his essay "Order Is" we are given a precise definition of
order. Order is a creative force, it is intuitive and intangible. For Kahn,
"Order is". Design on the other hand derives its imagery from order and "the
higher the order the more diversity in design." 2 Design must closely follow
the spirit and will to exist. First he draws a distinction between order and
design: order is what and design is how.'3  Then he establishes their
relationship to one another: order provides a framework within which design
can operate.
'Letter of December 18, 1953 from Louis I. Kahn to Anne G. Tyng in Rome, Italy, p.2 in ed. Alessandra
Latour, Louis I. Kahn. L'uomo, il maestro, (Rome: Kappa, 1986), 276.
'
0Kahn, "This Business of Architecture," 1954, in Writings, 62-63.
"Kahn, "This Business of Architecture," 1954, in Writings, 63.
12Kahn, "Order Is," Perspecta 3: The Yale Architecturi Journal (1955): 59, in Writings, 59.
"Kahn, "Order Is," 1955, in Writings, 58-59.
Fig. 3. Nature of the space - order - design. 1953.
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Fig. 4. The spirit and Existence Will of living things.
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Not much more is written about this concept until 1959 when Kahn
introduces "preform." At this time form still means "form as it finally is,"14
that is, physical form, but what he is really looking for is what precedes form,
that is, preform. Preform is archaic form; it is the beginning, the first form,
and in it "lies more power than anything that follows."' 5 For Kahn "the
preform may be a protoform....It is the form before beauty, as we know it, sets
in."'6
In 1960 form ceases to be a term that means the visible aspect of a
thing and acquires Kahn's specific and particular definition. Form takes on
the role of preform as an ur-phenomenon and that of an a priori existence will
which precedes design. Design is "what we call upon to put into being that
which we realize" and form is the "inner image, something which does not
have shape or dimension, but something which has a reflection of order of
things."' 7 Form refers to the inner realm, the soul, the psyche and the
"immeasurable." It is that quality which differentiates the realm of spaces for
a particular activity from other spaces.' 8 Design on the other hand is "the
means by which you bring into being that which form seems to indicate."' 9
Kahn at this time changes form from its physical meaning and placed it in the
realm of the unmeasurable.
Kahn's mature definition of Form and Design emerges in the early
sixties. Unmeasurable refers to the inner realm, the soul, the psyche. Form is
"Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture: CIAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 91.
"Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture: CIAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 91.
16Kn, "New Frontiers in Architecture: CLAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 91.
'
7Kahn, "On Form and Design," Speech at 46th meeting of the Association of Collegiate School of
Architecture held at the University of California at Berkeley, April 22-23, 1960, in Writings, 103.
"Kahn, "On Philosophical Horizons,"AIA Journal 33, no. 6 (June 1960): 99-100. Transcribed excerpts from
"Philosophical Horizons," panel at American Institute of Architects Convention, San Francisco, April 27, 1960,
in Writings, 103.
"Kahn, "On Philosophical Horizon," 1960, in Writings, 101.
impersonal, an ineffable source, the underlying order which possessed an
Existence Will and an eternal "willing to be." (See figure 4). Form is never
fully expressed, therefore it has an infinite potential for expression. It invokes
"what a thing wants to be." One can design a form in many ways, but the
form itself is a set thing and indestructible. Just as a strong concept in Kahn's
early writing was indestructible to modifications in form, form also remains
untouched. The making of a form has a force of order so great that not only
can an architect make many designs20 but other architects can follow a
realization ofform.21 Form is impersonal since these realizations belong to
everybody. Design was circumstantial, giving tangibility to form; it was a
personal act. 2 Design was the outer realm, the phenomenal world and the
measurable. Design is circumstantial and gave tangibility to form. (See figures
5 & 6).
What is important in this definition of form is that from 1961 onwards
Kahn refers to it as being a awareness of the difference between one thing and
another. When man is able to sense the difference, he is in touch with
form. It is very similar to the eighteenth century idea of type referring to
the character of a building, as initiated by Jacques-Francois Blondel and later
in different forms by Etienne-Louis Boullde and Quatrembre de Quincy."
"Kahn, "Marin City Redevelopment," Progressive Architecture 41, no. 11 (November 1960): 149-53.
Excerpts from P/A Design Awards Seminar at Architectural League, New York, 1960, in Writings, 109.
"Kahn, "Marin City Redevelopment," Progressive Architecture, col. XLI, November 1960, 149-53, in
Writings, 110.
"Kahn, "Marin City Redevelopment," 1960, in Writings, 109.
"Kahn, "A Statement," Structure and From, Voice of America Forum Lectures, Architecture Series, no. 6.
Washington,- D.C.: Voice of America, [1961]. Transcribed broadcast from Washington, D.C., November 21,
1960, in Writings, 148.
'Kahn, "Remarks," 1965, in Writings, 197.
'In 1749, Jacques-Francois Blondel wrote, that all the different types of architectural production "should
possess a character which determines the general form and which declares the building for what it is." (Jacques-
Francois Blondel, Cours d'architecture, vol. 2 [Paris: 1771-77), 229 quoted in "The Idea of Type," Anthony
Vidler, Oppositions 8 (Spring 1977): 99). In his Cours d'architecture of 1771, he listed the various types of
buildings, described them and delineated their characters. Each type, Blondel maintained, should attain its "own
manner of being, suitable for it alone, or those of its kind" (Vidler, 99). Etienne-Louis Boull&, a pupil of
'T rF DerA/
Fig. 5. Form Drawing, 1961.
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Fig. 6. Realization - Form Drawing of the First
Unitarian Church, Rochester, N.Y., 1961.
Design is tangible: "it is bringing out the nature of things, as far as
material goes, as far as the laws of nature goes...in design nature plays the
greatest part, because the building must be made to stand."26  Design is also
"infighting with itself."27  It occurs to make an element more itself and to
make each part sympathetic to the other. Thus, there is design to strengthen
the elements which are inseparable from each other, and there is the infighting
to make the composition concept hold.
Within Kahn's definition of form is a resurfacing of his need to put
everything within a coherent framework. In the end, form is defined as being
composed of inseparable parts such that "each part is accountable to the
other."29 If one part is taken away the form is destroyed 30 or fundamentally
changed.3" Kahn considers design to be "the realization of a nature."02
Furthermore, form precedes design and guides direction of design by holding
its elements in relation to each other.
Blondel's, believed that the architect achieved this appropriate character by first of all concentrating on
"understanding its every essential aspect." Furthermore, "once he has grasped such aspects, then he will perhaps
succeed in giving the appropriate character to his subject; and further study and speculation will enable him to
grasp the fundamentals of the problem he has set for himself' (Etienne-Louis Boullde, quoted in Helen Rosenau,
Boullie and Visionary Architecture, (New York: Harmony Books, 1976), 90). Quatrembre de Quincy
differentiated kinds and levels of character. His "ideal type" he defined as being intangible and never to be
slavishly copied, but nevertheless was the representative form of the principle, or idea of the building: "this
elementary principle, which is like a sort of nucleus about which are gathered, Und to which are coordinated,
in time, the developments and form to which the object is susceptible." Quatremere's idea of ideal type
describes Kahn's notion of Form as the intangible inner image that guides the design. The Harmony of materials
of all the constituent parts of a building describes form a "a harmony of systems which belong to a thing"
(Quatremre, quoted in Vidler, 105).
2 5Kahn, Lecture, Drexel (University) Architectural Society, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, November 5, 1968,
in Wurman, 30.
"
7Kahn, Interview, VIA, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March 16, 1969, in Wurman, 70.
2 Kahn, Interview, VIA, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March 16, 1969, in Wurman, 70.
"Kahn, "A Statement," 1962, in Writings, 149.
"Kahn, "A Statement," 1962, in Writings, 149.
"Kahn, "Space and Inspirations," Lecture for the Symposium "The Conservatory Redefined," at New
England Conservatory, November 14, 1967, in Writings, 225.
"Kahn, "Space and Inspirations," 1967, in Writings, 225.
Form and order are the same. Form is the "realization of a nature,"3
and order is "knowing it's nature. It's knowing what it can do."34 In 1969,
Kahn begins to speak again of orders. He declares that orders, such as the
order of construction and the order of structure, are necessary when
determining the elements of design." In the end, Kahn would state that
"form is like order."36 Order, an idea that emerged initially in 1953,
resurfaces twenty years later to come full circle and be the all encompassing
notion within which all laws are enveloped. He believes that when new laws of
order are discovered they will change the existing physical laws.
Realization
The notion of realization was initially introduced in 1957, in the essay
"Order in Architecture." Here Kahn states his belief that "meaningful form" is
achieved from the realization of what something "wants to be."38 He has
chosen the word realization carefully, not for its connotation of making real,
but for its meaning of forming a clear and distinct concept. However, his
definition remains unclear throughout his writing. A few years after he
introduces the idea, he describes realization as being "very true somehow, but
still you cannot describe it."39 Twenty-four years later Kahn still had to
acknowledge that "realization is unclearly defined, but it impresses you as
"Kahn, "Architecture: Silence and Light," 1970, in Writings, 252.
3
'Kahn, "Louis Kahn on Learning," in "The Invisible City," Design Quarterly nos. 86/87 (1972): 41-44.
Excerpts from "I Love Beginnings," lecture at "The Invisible City," International Design Conference, Aspen
Colorado, June 19, 1972, in Writings, 288. Subsequently referred to as "I:Love Beginnings."
3 Kahn, "Silence and Light," 1969, in Writings, 245.
'Kahn, "Thoughts," Architecture + Urbanism, 3, no. 1 (January 1973): 23-40, in Writings, 314.
"Kahn, "Harmony Between Man and Architecture," 1974, in Writings, 339.
"Kahn, "Order in Architecture," Perspecta 4: The Yale Architectural Journal, (1957) 58-65, in Writings, 74.
"Kahn, "A Statement," 1962, in Writings, 147.
being in the nature. You look for inseparable parts. It doesn't come right
away. You don't know what they are."40
Realization means and represents many things, however some notions
can be identified as constituting the nucleus of the idea. In 1959, realization
was defined as being the mechanism that gets one to the existence will; that is,
that gets "to the essence of what you are trying to do in creating what [form]
wants to be."4' According to Kahn this should be the first concern of an
architect because the existence will of form generates form.42 The most
important thing an architect can do is "to derive from the very nature of things
- from his realizations - what a thing wants to be." Lack of realization, for
Kahn, creates sameness. As we have seen, he attempts to find the element,
spirit or quality which makes one thing different from another: "the fact that
most buildings, despite their internal differences, look alike, is because they
lack Realization." Spaces remain unexpressed if their nature is not
redefined." In addition, "the realization of a yet unthought-of nature and the
elements of its form can stimulate an entirely new point of view about
everything."45
By 1960 realization is intimately tied with the notion of form and
design. He is conscious that architects rely too much on the actual design and
not enough on solving the problem; they do no think enough about what the
"Kahn, "Interview with John S. Cook and Heinrich Klotz," From Conversations with Architects, in Wurman,
223.
"Kah, "New Frontiers in Architecture: CIAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 94.
42Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture: CIAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 83.
'Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture: CIAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 82.
4 Khan, "The Room, the Street, and Human Agreement," AA Journal 56, no. 3 (September 1971): 33-34.
Text of AIA Gold Medal acceptance speech, Detroit, June 24, 1971, in Writings, 267.
'Kahn, "Architecture: Silence and Light," 1970, in Writings, 256.
thing wants to be." Ideally, at the end of the design process, the architect
should be left with "the design that he produces as a result of his realization
which led to form."47 Kahn believes "that a man must realize something
before he has the stimulation within himself to design something [italics
mine]."48
Although the relationship between Form and Design is clear, between
form and realization it is not. Form and realization are at times placed in a
causal relationship while at others Kahn also implies that they are one and the
same. Early on, Kahn states that realization "is the beginning of Form."49
Realization, is the source of what something wants to be,50 that is, the source
of the nature of a thing. Furthermore, by declaring that realizations "lead you
to a feeling of form rather than design,"5' he implies that realization precedes
form. This indication of progression is confirmed again when he states that
"from realization comes an all-important working force which we know as
form.""2 (See figure 7.)
There is a more ambiguous relationship between form and realization
than the previous evidence suggests. Kahn uses the words interchangeably
when he refers to design that "calls into being what realization - form - tells
us."03  He uses the term "form realizations" to mean that which gives
"Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture: CLAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 81.
'Kahn, "Marin City Redevelopment," 1960, in Writings, 109.
"Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture: CIAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 81.
"Kahn, "Form and Design," Louis I. Kahn, Vincent Scully, Jr., (New York: George Braziller Inc., 1962):
114-21, in Writings, 113.
*Kahn, "Form and Design," 1961, in Writings, 113.
s
tKahn, "On Philosophical Horizons," 1960, in Writings, 101.
"Kahn, "Architecture and Human Agreement," A Tiffany Lecture, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, October 10,
1973, in Writings, 288.
s
3Kahn, "I Love Beginnings," 1972, in Writings, 288.
something expressione and which has inseparable parts. 55 His inability to
differentiate between form and realization is also clear in his essay "On Form
and Design" where both are defined as being a "harmony of systems" as well
as a "sense of the order of things."06 In 1973 he declares that "form is a
realization of that which can be" [italics mine]." As Kahn says, he is not
implying "a system of thought and work leading to realization from Form to
Design. Designs could just as well lead to realizations in Form. This
interplay is the constant excitement of Architecture."5 8 This is hard to
understand especially when he also says that "from the understanding of the
process of realization comes form."59 He seems to be saying that form is the
realization of a nature as well as the source of a nature. Whether sequential
or simultaneous, form and realization can only be understood as being two
aspects of the same concept.
One can have realizations about many things. There are different
types of realizations. In 1960 Kahn briefly mentions aesthetic and
psychological realizations,* and in 1970 he defines the difference between
realizations in form and design. On the one hand form is the realization of a
nature which follows desire as a realization of a dream or a belief. On the
other there are realizations in design which include the order of structure, the
"Kahn, "On Form and Design," 1960, in Writings, 107.
"Kahn, "oiuis I. Kahn: Statements on Architecture," Zodiac, no. 17 (1967): 55-57. Excerpt from lecture
at Politechnico di Milano, January 1967, in Writings, 222.
"Kahn, "On Form and Design," 1960, in Writings, 103 & 105.
"Kahn, "Architecture and Human Agreement," 1973, in Wurman, 213.
"Kahn, "Form and Design" 1960, in Writings, 120.
59Kahn, "I Love Beginnings," 1972, in Writings, 288.
"Kahn, "Marin City Redevelopment," 1960, in Writings, 110.
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order of construction, the order of time and the order of spaces.61 Kahn has
realizations about walls and openings,62 structure and light,63 and
institutions.64
Another aspect of form realizations is that they emerge from the
difficult-to-express realm of the unmeasurable. This is first evidenced in
Kahn's 1960 statement that realizations stem from the combination of two
realms which transcend the personal - the transcendent realm of thought
(philosophy) and the transcendent realm of feeling (love/religion).65
Realization leads one "to a feeling of form rather than design,"" and feeling,
thought and realization, are unmeasurable. Later realizations are stated as
coming out of nature - "they come out of a mysterious kind of sense that man
has to express those wonders of the soul which demand expression."67  New
realizations come by reconsidering the spirit of an institution as well as the
nature of the problem. 68 The only true source of new realizations is in
sensing the inspirational qualities which exist in sensing natural agreements.
"Kahn, "Architecture: Silence and Light," 1970 in Writings, 252. Kahn differentiates between physical order,
such as is present in construction and structure, and "psyche order [sic]" which is the realization of the nature
of spaces in their character. In space, order is more psychological, but there is a, physical order as well (Kahn,
"Thoughts," 1973, in Writings, 314).
62Kahn, "Remarks," 1965, in Writings, 203.
63"The column was really the beginning of architecture in my opinion, because it made a very distinct picture
of what is light, and what is not light. And so, the rhythm of light and no light given by the column gave also
birth to the arch, the vault, and all other devices which came out of the realization that you can have a support
which is designated, instead of something that you rob or just simply modify by some aesthetic notion at the
moment (Kahn, "Address," 1966, in Writings, 218).
"Kahn discusses the nucleus of the very beginning monastery "was not a loss but new realizations came to
it be reconsidering the spirit of monastery. It is for this reason my interest in this nucleus, in form realization,
form meaning, the realization of inseparable parts of something (Kahn, "Statements on Architecture," 1967, in
Writings, 222).
"Kahn, "On Philosophical Horizons," 1960, in Writings, 100.
"Kahn, "On Philosophical Horizons," 1960, in Writings, 100.
'Kahn, "Talks with Students," Talk at Rice University, 1964, in Writings, 157.
"Kahn, "Statements on Architecture," 1967, in Writings, 222.
Realizations come from an inspired realm - "from the first feelings of beauty,
or the first sense of it, and the wonder that follows"69
Kahn has peeled back layers to try to get at the indestructible,
intangible quality of the beginning. Early in his writing he establishes order
and form as preceding design. In 1960 he then introduces the idea of form
realizations, and it is not long after that he searches for what precedes
realization. Realization is preceded by wonder: "from the first feelings of
beauty, or the first sense of it, and the wonder that follows comes
realization."70
Form comes from wonder. Wonder stems from out "in
touchness" with how we were made. One senses that nature
records the process of what it makes, so that in what it makes
there is also the record of how it was made. In touch with this
record we are in wonder. This wonder gives rise to
knowledge. But knowledge is related to other knowledge and
this relation gives us a sense of order, a sense of how they
interrelate in a harmony that makes all things exist From
knowledge to sense of order we then wink at wonder and say,
'How am I doin, wonder?' 7'
And before wonder is beauty. A sense of wonder is motivated by the sense of
rapport which is beauty.72 According to Kahn "it must be so...feeling. No
facts, just the sense of beauty, wonder, realization."" Beauty cannot be
deliberately created because it "evolves out of a will to be that may have its
first expression in the archaic."74 Kahn takes another step in his search for
"Kahn, "I Love Beginnings," 1972, in Writings, 287.
'Kahn, "I Love Beginnings," 1972, in Writings, 287.
71Kahn, "Not for the Fainthearted," AIA Journal 55, no. 6 (June 1971): 25-31, in Wurman, 260.
72Kahn, "Architecture and Human Agreement," Lecture at University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia,
April 1972, in Wurman 136.
7Kahn, "Architecture and Human Agreement," 1972, in Wurman, 13&
74Kahn, The Notebooks and Drawings of Louis L Kahn, Richard Wurman and Eugene Feldman (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1973), in Wurman, 257.
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beauty when he questions what precedes beauty. That word is joy. In 1973 it
is joy that "will be the birth of beauty."75
Joy, the medium impelling creation over trials-of infinite
pulses from Nature's touch to the marvel
of seeing
has, is, will be the birth of beauty
the sense of the prevailing harmony at once felt. Art-the first word.76
With the notion of joy, Kahn has arrived at the source of beauty, wonder,
realization, form and design. Joy is the source of form as we know it. (See
figure 8).
The introduction in 1959 of the notion of realization and in 1960, the
concept of the unmeasurable" coincides with Kahn meeting Jonas Salk to
design the Salk Research Institute at La Jolla, California (1959-65). On the
first day that they met, Jonas Salk would later recall, he "had said to Lou Kahn
that [they] should create a place in which not only scientists would want to
work contentedly but artists as well."78 Salk realized when he met Kahn that
his plans would "reach a transcendental level."7 9 Kahn regiembers that Salk
needed ten-thousand square feet of space, "but then he added something to the
program when he said, "I want to invite Picasso here! And that really made a
big difference....there was almost something dicotyledonous about asking
Picasso to be there."80 Kahn relates that the laboratory, which was his
commission, became very insignificant; it became a meeting house and the
centre of the unmeasurable.8' These two men were sympathetic to each
7sKahn, "Writings" To Karel Mikolas, November 1973, in Wurman, 243.
7
'Kahn, "Writings," To Karel Mikolas, November 1973, in Wurman, 243.
"Kahn, "On Form and Design," 1960, in Writings, 103.
"'Jonas Salk, "Man's Sense of Order," Acceptance Speech "BOK Award," Kahn Archive, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, LIK BOX 53, File: "Dr. Salk & LIK, 3.
'Salk, "Man's Sense of Order," 1971, 3.
oKahn, "Address," 1966, in Writings, 210-11.
s"Kahn, "Address," 1966, in Writings, 211.
other. On the one hand, Kahn explained that Salk visualized having biologists
in his laboratory who recognized "the immeasurable as well as the
measurable."82 On the other, according to Salk, Kahn also had a "sense not
only of the measurable but of the immeasurable. While he creates the tangible,
it is the intangible that comes to life."83 Salk acknowledged that his life
would never be the same after the moment of meeting Lou Kahn. Although
there is no equivalent explicit claim on the part of Kahn, his life also would
never be the same. Salk is correct in claiming that Kahn had exceeded his
own expectations in responding to his challenge." Kahn, through the Salk
Institute design, confirmed his own expectations that the umneasurable could
be achieved in architecture.
cKahn, "A Statement," 1962, in Writings, 148.
*Salk, "Man's Sense of Order," 1971, 2.
"Salk, "Man's Sense of Order," 1971, 3.
CHAPTER III: EXPRESSION
From 1960 until his death in 1974 Kahn focuses his attention on what
he calls the unmeasurable through his notion of expression and Silence and
Light. Although the issue of expression is an interest from his very first essay
to his last, Kahn articulates it through the theoretical construct of Silence and
Light. Kahn determines that expression emerges from the realm of the
unmeasurable; however this is posited in a polarity with the physical reality of
creation - Light.
Expression is a constant theme in his discourse from his first published
essay of 1931 until his last essay in 1974. It evolves through three distinct
periods. In the first phase, 1931-64, Kahn discusses architectural expression
through structure and institutions. Kahn deliberates in the second phase, 1964-
67, on the notion of the inspiration to express the inexpressible which he
believes to be the nature of people, their motivation for life and the centre of
art. The final phase, 1967-74, is his most poetic as expression becomes an
inherent part of his definition of Silence and Light. Kahn's meaning of
expression does not address self-expression, but the expression of the nature of
things and the nature of man.
Architectural Expression
Kahn in this first period discusses expression in architectural terms
through ornament and structure. For example he describes the expression of
the joint between a column and a beam as the start of ornament:1 if we stop
our pencils to make a mark at the joints of pouring or erecting, he suggests,
"ornament would grow out of our love for the expression of method."2 In his
talk "Monumentality" he sketches "the faint outlines of possible structural
concepts and expression they suggest."3 He refers to the expression of the
"potentialities of three dimensional construction" in his space-frame city
tower proposal for the Philadelphia City Hall. Spatial concepts are expressed
by structure which is a "desire to express voids positively." 5 He refers to the
difference between an office tower that "results from an assembly of
competitive materials and techniques unsympathetic to integration" and the
development of "an expressive and inspiring architecture."6 Architectural
expression refers to making the implicit (i.e. the nature of a joint, structure or
space) explicit.
Another aspect of architectural expression involves Kahn's notion of
redefining institutions. In order for a building to be expressed architecturally,
the nature of that specific institution needs to be made explicit: "spaces where
it is good to learn, to work and to live may remain unexpressed if their nature
is not redefined."7 It is a matter of making spaces that "express the
'Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture, CIAM in Otterlo, 1959," in Writings, 99.
2Kahn, "Toward a Plan for Midtown Philadelphia," Perspecta, 2 (August 1953): 10-27, in Writings, 46.
3Kahn, "Monumentality," 1944, in Writings, 19.
4Kahn, "Toward a Plan for Midtown Philadelphia," 1953 in Writings, 46.
sKahn, "Toward a Plan for Midtown Philadelphia," 1953 in Writings, 45.
6 Kahn, "An Approach to Architectural Education," Pennsylvania Triangle (Philadelphia) 42, no. 3 (January
1956): 28-32, in Writings, 68.
7Kahn, "The Room, the Street, and Human Agreement," 1971, in Writings, 267.
activity." For Kahn it is not enough to merely solve the problem because it
is necessary "to imbue spaces with new-found self-quality."9 As early as
1944 Kahn questions whether full architectural expression has been given to
institutions such as the school, the community, or the cultural center.
In order to find new expressions of old institutions Kahn returns to
their origins. He speculates that institutions of learning, as we know them
today, probably began with "a man under a tree, talking to a few people about
a realization he had - a teacher. He did not know he was a teacher, and those
who listened to him did not consider themselves pupils or students...This is the
way it began."" This speaking and listening sparked a need, which evolved
into human agreement and the eventual instituting of institutions. Thus the
nature of an institution is that it is "instituting something which everyone
agrees to."' 2 A lesson that, according to Kahn, "should never be forgotten"
and is the inspiration that is to be found in this origin of institutions. 3 If it
is forgotten then the essence of an institution, that is, human agreement, is also
forgotten. Kahn claims that at the beginning we find the nature of things.
Toward the end of this first period, in 1960-61, the year which marks
Kahn's shift into his more metaphysical phase, Kahn begins to discuss
aspiration: "Man is always greater than his works because he can never fully
express his aspirations....The first line on paper is already a measure of what
cannot be expressed fully."'4 He does not use the word extensively, but it is
'Kahn, "On Form and Design," 1960 in Writings, 105.
'Louis Kahn, "The Room, the Street, and Human Agreement," 1971 in Writings, 267.
OKahn, "Monumentality," in Writings, 18.
"Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture, CIAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 83-84.
"Kahn, The Profession and Education Address," International Congress of Architects, Isfahan, Iran,
September 1970 in Wurman, 98.
"Kahn, "Harmony Between Man and Architecture," 1974, in Writings, 338.
"Kahn, "Form and Design," 1961, in Writings, 112.
the term that he uses to communicate the idea inspiration to express that, like
aspiration to express, defines the nature of man. Aspiration is the transition
between thinking about architectural expression and expression in man.
The Inspiration to Express
The second phase (1964-67), is marked by Kahn's introduction of the
term the "inspiration to express." Kahn believes that the inspiration to express
is man's most basic motivation in life. Furthermore, it is the center of art.
Kahn believes that "the reason for living is to express.../to express hate...to
express love.../to express integrity and ability..Jall intangible things.15 More
precisely, the inspiration to express is involved with expressing that which is
fundamentally inexpressible: "it is impossible to express love, hate, nobility,
and integrity. Those qualities which are really, you might say, the raison
d'etre of man's living."'6 However, the expression of the unmeasurable is
what gives meaning to life. The reason for "man's living" is to express the
intangible, and art is his medium.' 7 Art is a transcendent language 8 and the
language of God."' 9 And because the inspiration to express is in everyone,
the artist is in everyone.20
In 1968, inspiration is described as being undefinable, it cannot be felt
or held onto: "it's a quality which comes out of a desire to be to express...it
sKahn, "Talks with Students," 1964, in Writings, 157.
16Kahn, "Address," 1966, in Writings, 208.
1
7Kahn, "Address," 1966, in Writings, 208.
"'Kahn, "Space and Inspirations," 1967, in Writings, 224.
19Kahn, "Talks with Students," 1964, in Writings, 163.
2"Kahn, "Our Changing Environment," in The First World Congress of Craftsmen, (New York: American
Craftsmen's Council, 1965): 120-21. Transcribed from panel discussion at Columbia University, June 8-19,
1964, in Writings, 153. Kahn later refers to the always present "will to express" of everyone. Although he
changes the word from inspiration to will, he is still referring to the same concept.
comes out of the soul ...this prevailing desire to be to express is in the realm of
eternity." The desire to be to express defines the nature of man.
To Be To Express
Expression is discussed in the third phase (1967-74) with the
introduction of the notion of Silence and Light in 1967. To express is an
inherent part of Kahn's notion of Silence. Silence is not silence in the sense
of an absence of noise, but refers to the notion of expression and being. Light
does not refer to the natural phenomena of light, but is defined as "the giver of
all presences." Whereas expression and Silence relates to the nature of man,
Light belongs, in Kahn's schema, to the realm of nature.
Silence is introduced in 1967, as the desire to be22 and except for
changing its definition in 1968 to the desire to be to express,3 Kahn does
not develop it further until after 1972. In the essay, "How'm I Doing,
Corbusier?" he begins to focus more on the notion of Silence. At this time
Kahn says that by Silence he doesn't mean quiet
in the sense that Malraux calls his book...The Voices of Silence
- he means only the feeling you get when you pass the
pyramids, you feel that they want to tell you how they were
made. Not how they were made, but what made them be,
which means what was the force that caused them to be made,
right? These are the voices of silence, right?24
Kahn, "Lecture, Drexel (University) Architectural Society, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, November 5, 1968,
in wurman, 29.
nKahn, "Space and Insoirations," 1967 in Writings, 224.
"Louis Kahn, Lecture, Drexel (University) Architectural Society, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, November 5,
1968 in Wurman, 29.
'Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972, in Writings, 308-9.
Silence refers to a feeling for what existed before the first stone was laid25 -
i.e. man's desire. Silence is the desire to be to express:
you can't say it's creation, but then you've got to say what
was before creation. What is that which precedes aura? It's
only silence. But it is the silence from whence comes the
wind, from which the stars evolved as the senders of the
luminous.
Silence refers to "the words which have not yet been spoken and action which
has not yet taken place."27  Silence - the desire to be to express - is an
intangible beginning because the desire to express is "without words, without a
name, without weight...it is immaterial" and "anything concerning its quantity
or quality is unacceptable."2 ' These impulses make possible the creation of a
living being." 29
The concept of Silence goes far in explaining humanity's need to
express, but Kahn is not interested in this notion for its own sake. He is
trying to understand both the measurable and unmeasurable aspects of
architecture. From the beginning Silence was placed in a polarity with Light
"because to make anything one has to use materials."3 Light represented the
more concrete pole of his Silence and Light theory. (See figure 9).
From the inception of Silence and Light in 1967, until 1972, Kahn
focused almost exclusively on the notion of Light. While Light appeared for
nKahn, "Architecture: Silence and Light," 1970, in Writings, 248.
26Kahn, From a conversation with Jamine Mehta, 22 October 1973, in Wurman, 219.
'Kahn, "Harmony Between Man and Architecture," 1974, in Writings, 338.
'Kahn, "Harmony Between Man and Architecture," 1974, in Writings, 338-39.
2 Kahn, "Harmony between Man and Architecture," 1974, in Writings, 339. For Kahn, the artist and the
architect, create living things. The building and the painting are both in the realm of the living because they
have been made through the consciousness of man.
"Kahn, "Harmony Between Man and Architecture," 1974, in Writings, 339.
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Fig. 9. Silence and Light are concepts separated
by a boundary. 1968.
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the first time in Kahn's discourse with Silence as a theoretical concept,
between 1959 and 1967, light was referred to as a natural phenomenon. He
claimed that light was a necessary prerequisite for architectural spaces." For
Kahn a room or space in architecture needed "that life-giving light...."32
Unlike artificial light, which was a single moment in light, natural light was
"infinite in its giving to the spaces."" Kahn never stated explicitly what the
source of its infiniteness was, but it was probably due to what he
acknowledged were its varied moods at different times of the day and during
the various seasons of the year.M (See figure 10).
In the years before 1967, light was architectural as seen in Kahn's
notion that "the structure is the maker of the light." 5 He explained:
When I choose an order of structure which calls for column
along side of column, it presents a rhythm of no light, light, no
light, light, no light, light. A vault, a dome, is also a choice of
a character of light. To make a square room is to give it the
light which reveals the square of its infinite moods. 36
Light is synonymous with the choice of a structure and it is that which gives
image to a space. Kahn states that "structure is the maker of light. When
[he chooses] an order of structure which calls for a column, it presents a
rhythm of no light, light, no light, light, no light, light. A vault, a dome, is
also a choice of a character of light."3 8 When- IBefore 1967, natural light is
3
"Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture, CIAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 88.
32Kahn, "Space and Inspirations," 1967, in Writings, 228.
"Kahn, "On Form and Design," 1960, in Writings, 106.
'Louis Kahn, "Space and Inspirations," 1967, in Writings, 228.
"Kahn, "Space and Inspirations," 1967, in Writings, 227.
'Kahn, "Space and Inspirations," 1967, in Writings, 227.
"7Kahn, "Form and Design," 1961, in Writings, 117.
'Kahn, "Space and Inspirations," 1967, in Writings, 227.
a physical phenomenon which defines architecture: "no space is really an
architectural space unless it has natural light."39 (See figures 10 & 11).
With the introduction of the notion of Silence and Light however, light
changed in Kahn's thinking, from being a natural phenomenon to representing
a theoretical construct. After 1967, Light became "the giver of all presences"
and referred to "the means to express," or "to what is possible."40
In 1972 the tangible aspect of Light was declared in Kahn's seemingly
obscure statement that "material is spent light."41  Materials are "utilized
light.. I mean to say that the light has burnt itself out in order to become a
material... everything is utilized light."42  At this point, Light was far from
representing the physical phenomenon. It was no longer solely light that had
infinite qualities nor light that was synonymous with structure. It had become
Kahn's personal word for material. The notion that "material is spent light" is
merely Kahn's poetic translation of Einstein's special theory of relativity.
Summed up in the equation E=mc2 , the theory states that energy and matter lie
on a continuum. They are related. Kahn also equated light and matter with the
notion of Light as "the giver of all presences." (See figures 13 & 14).
Kahn has his own explanation for this relationship between Silence and
Light, between the desire to be to express and the means to express. He tells
is as a story about two brothers:
In my own search for beginnings a thought has recurred-
generated by many influences-out of the realization that
material is spent light. I likened the emergence of light to a
manifestation of two brothers, knowing quite well that there
are no two brothers, nor even One. But I saw that one is the
"Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture, CLAM in Otterlo, 1959," in Writings, 88.
'Kahn, "Architecture: Silence and Light," 1970, in Writings, 248.
"'Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972, in Writings, 309.
"'Kahn, "Harmony between Man and Architecture," 1974, in Writings, 339.
embodiment of the desire to be/to express; and one (not saying
"the other") is to be/to be. The latter is nonluminous; and
"One" (prevailing) is luminous, and this prevailing luminous
source can be visualized a becoming a wild dance of flame
which settles and spends itself into material. Material, I
believe, is spent light. The mountains, the earth, the streams,
the air, and we ourselves are spent light. This is the centre of
our desire. The desire to be/to express is the real motivation
for living. I believe there is no other."
In 1972, the year when Kahn finally focuses on Silence he comprehends that it
is not a polarity with Light but that both Silence and Light are two aspects of
the same thing - eternity. The concept of Silence and Light is paradoxical
because they both oppose and signify each other. (See figures 14 & 15).
Silence and Light is Kahn's most poetic and his most cryptic concept.
It is the concept most frequently misunderstood. However, Kahn's thinking is
not as enigmatic as it seems when Silence and Light is recognized as
theoretical construct and when Kahn's definition of the words are made
explicit: Silence, as man's "desire to express," can only be manifest through
the tangible nature of Light, as the "maker of presences.""
Indispensable to the notion of Silence and Light is the notion of The
Threshold which is also introduced in 1967. The Threshold is where Silence
and Light cross:
It is the movement from silence, which is somewhat the seat of
the measurable which is the will to express, moving toward the
means to express, which is material made of light. And Light
comes to you because actually it is not divided. It is simply
something that's become manifest and that which desires to be
manifest coming together.
'Kahn, 'I Love Beginnings," 1972, in Writings, 285-86.
"Kahn, "Architecture: Silence and Light," 1970, in Writings, 248.
'Kahn, "1973: Brooklyn, New York," in Writings, 326-27.
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The threshold is the "feeling of the beginning,"" the location of inspiration
and the sanctuary of art. "Light to Silence, Silence to Light - an ambience of
inspiration, in which the desire to be, to express crosses with the
possible....Light to Silence, Silence to Light crosses in the sanctuary of art."47
(See figures 13 & 17).
Our natural tendency is to move towards matter in order to find a
means in which expression is possible. Matter also moves towards this
impulse and they meet at a threshold which Kahn calls inspiration."
Inspiration is the moment when the desire to express meets the possible. 9
Kahn places his concept of the inspiration to express from the second phase of
the development of expression, within the larger framework of Silence and
Light.
The significance of the threshold, for Kahn however, is that the
moment of the meeting of Silence and Light is different for each one of us.50
It spells our singularity:
that movement to light and the movement from light to a
desire to be, to express, which meet at a point which may be
called your singularity. There are as many meetings as there
are people, and there must, in a way, almost be as many
meetings as there are leaves on a tree, because I believe that
sense must be in a tree or in a microbe equally as must as it is
in every living creature. And this meeting spells your
singularity.'
"Kahn, "Space and Inspirations," 1967, in Writings, 224.
'
7Kahn, "Architecture: Silence and light," 1970, in Writings, 248.
"Kahn, Key lecture, Symposium on the Education and Training of Architects, Tel Aviv, Israel, 20 December
1973, in Wurman, 247.
"Kahn, Key Lecture, Symposium on the Education and Training of Architects, Tel Aviv, Israel, December
20, 1973, in Wurman, 247.
"Kahn, "Harmony between Man and Architecture," 1974, in Writings, 339.
"Louis Kahn, "1973: Brooklyn, New York," in Writings, 326-27.
Since each person is a singularity, unlike any other, the threshold is also a
singularity." To some, "silence is so great, and it can go a great distance
before it meets the means to express and to some it goes a short distance to
find the means to express, so in each form there is a different kind."5 3
Instruments of Expression
Through the notion of the singularity of people, Kahn is by no means
promoting the primacy of individual self-expression. Self-expression in the
artistic or literary sense was of no interest to Kahn. When, in his essay "The
Value and Aim in Sketching" of 1931, Kahn
refers to the notion of developing "a language of self-expression," there is no
reference to the sense of expressing personality. He does, however, give
primacy to the individual, since he believes that in order to develop a language
of self-expression we must learn to see things for ourselves, analyze our
reactions of what we look at and determine their significance as far as we are
concerned.m There is an implicit reference to singularity through his
advocacy of the need for individual perception, and self-referential critique. In
his 1953 essay "On the Responsibility of the Architect," another rare instance
when he alludes to the idea of self-expression when he states that "we all start
with intuitive doodles which eventually express ourselves." 5  Even here,
where the definition comes closer to an accepted sense of the meaning of self-
expression, the notion of expressing personality is absent.
"Kahn, Key lecture, Symposium on the Education and Training of Architects, Tel Aviv, Israel, 20 December
1973, in Wurman, 247.
"Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier," 1972, in Writings, 1972.
54Kahn, "The Value and Aim of Sketching," 1931, in Writings, 11.
"Kahn, "On the Responsibility of the Architect," 1953, in Writings, 53.
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Fig. 17. Silence and Light cross over each other
at the Threshold. 1970.
Instead of talking about self-expression Kahn talks about man as an
instrument of expression.
your desire to live to express ...ties in with such qualities as
eternal...because it is the seat of he unmeasurable from which
the desire to be to express comes, which hammered at the door
of nature and said, 'Make me an instrument of expression.'
And we, in our presence, are instruments, of expression.56
Nature gives us a body which is an instrument of expression" but it cannot
give us the motivation to express. This motivation is lodged within us and can
be sensed through what nature gives us as an instrument of expression.5" TMe
psyche of man desires things and "challenges nature to make that which
expresses the inexpressible, that which cannot be defined, that which has no
measure, that which has no substance - love, hate, nobility. Still the psyche
wants to express just that and cannot without an instrument."59
People express themselves only within the realm of expressing the
nature of something that . From the nature of something a person finds
themselves
and also finds the avenues of his own expression, which is the
best offering a man can make, because it derives out of his
singularity, yes? It ties together. That's how men are taught:
men are taught to find themselves in the nature of their own
expressions coming from their own personal nature. This,
coupled with experience and the making of things, could bring
about a wealth of interpretations of the nature of the places
which architecture offers - where one can learn, one can bring
up his family, one can meet with others..."
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The nature of something is not something that research can give you because
it must come from "your own sense of its nature, of its service" of the nature
of an institution.61
Not only does Kahn place man's expression at the service of the nature
of things, man must also recognize his "realm of expression."62 Painters have
the prerogative to paint doorways that are smaller than a person, but an
architect must make a doorway that is bigger than a person. This does not
make the architect less in art than the others. "He just recognizes his realm of
expression." The realm of expression is different from the discoveries of
expression which Kahn thinks lie in great men like Giotto, who defy time and
Einstein, who had a sense of the universal order and eternity."
Man can claim as his self-expression only that which has presence.
For Kahn, the "most telling quality of a man's work is to what extent he
cannot claim ownership to what he does."65 Kahn explains his concept with
a little story which he invented:
A dish fell in Mozart's kitchen, and the floor was of stone-the
kitchen maids shrieked with surprise-right?-and Mozart said,
'Ah, dissonance!"' He discovered an eternal quality in music,
something indestructible, belonging to the human, and to all
musicians-or to music, not to all musicians, "to music," I
would say: it's much stronger, more specific, "belongs to
music." And as he composed, as he composed using
dissonance, that belonged to him."
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For Kahn, "there's no point in composing like Mozart because the making of
the other man and the quality of commonalty in the work is through Mozart's
work."67 The seat of expression lies in finding the eternal qualities within
what he is creating. He must use them in his singular expression or through
the individual expression of a work. The artist, the creator, the architect, then,
can be satisfied only in the way that "he expresses his own powers of
commonality."68 It is under these conditions that there is self-expression for
man.
The various professions are ways that people choose to express
themselves because they have something within them that tells them to be an
architect or a nurse or a lawyer.69 People only learn things that are a part of
themselves,70 thus knowledge is of doubtful value for Kahn unless it primes
the way to expression or develops a person's talent.
Kahn's essential belief is that man only exists to the extent that he
expresses. However, the artistic expression of one's personality has a limited
role for Kahn. It lies within the bounds of a larger, more abstract framework
of the spirit of architecture to which the individual must offer his individual
works in humility and joy.72 There is freedom only when one's natural way
of expressing oneself is respected "for what it is" and given the unhampered
'
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7'Kahn describes in one of his last speeches that William Gray, his art teacher at Central High School, gave
talks on architecture. He recounts, "I was to be a painter but he touched the very core of my expressive desires.
How circumstantial, but how wonderful is the light thrown upon the threshold when the door is opened." (Kahn,
"Ihe Samuel S. Fleisher Art Memorial," 1974, in Writings, 344).
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opportunity to exercise its natural talent." This is the freedom that Kahn
talks about, this freedom which "would be full of happiness."74 Insofar as the
measurable realm is concerned, expression is only possible through knowing
its nature.
Expression, which is a very personal thing, must come from a "desire
to express" which, in turn, comes from the seat of the unmeasurable.
"Architecture emerges from that instinct to express because....we live to
express."7 5 It is an expression of all eternal qualities."7 6  In the end, things
must be expressive because "man lives by self-expression."7
"Kahn states that his "natural way of expressing" was drawing (Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?", 1972,
in Writings, 303). Kahn recounts that he was to be a painter, yet william Gray, his art teacher at Central High
School, "touched the very core of [his] expressive desires" (Kahn, The Samuel S. Fleisher Art Memorial,"
Philadelphia Museum of Art Bulletin 68, no. 309 [Spring 1974]: 56-57, in Writings, 344). It is then that Kahn's
own desire to express met with the means to express it.
74Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972, in Writings, 303.
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CHAPTER IV: THE ESSENCE OF THINGS
The concepts of Form and Design, realization, expression and Silence
and Light are various articulations of Kahn's attempt to understand the
measurable and unmeasurable in architecture. It led him to construct a theory
about the nature of nature and the nature of man, as well as an investigation
into the nature of beginnings.
Revealing the nature of things was more than a mere interest for Kahn,
it was his responsibility. The architect's work, for Kahn, lies not in the
solution but "in setting the nature of something and putting it into practice."'
It is up to the architect "to create something which is always true to the nature
in man and to the laws of nature."2 The architect's true contribution to
architecture is "not so much his design as it is the sense of its nature. The
nature of something can only be given by one man, it cannot be set by a
committee3 because a committee "blocks the presentation of a potentiality.4
'Kahn, "The Invisible City," International Design Conference, Aspen, Colorado, June 1972, in Wurman, 172.
2Kahn, "The Nature of Nature," 1961, in Writings, 143.
3Kahn, "Talks with Students," 1964, in Writings, 174.
'Kahn, "Talks with Students," 1964, in Writings, 175.
What is essential to the nature of a thing is its commonness - that quality that
makes it collective and related to things outside of itself. For this he had to go
to the beginning.
Nature of Architecture
Kahn's early definition of architecture was within the Beaux Arts
tradition. He defines it as being the thoughtful making of spaces as well as
the filling of spaces prescribed by the client. The Ecole taught the student
how to interpret a programme in order to serve the client's needs.5 Meeting
the requirements of the program is one of the principles of design as taught by
Guadet, Pascal, Daumet, Laloux: "you must be faithful to your program, be
familiar with it; and also see correctly what is the character to be kept in the
building."6 The first duty of the architect, Guadet told his students, was to
the clients and the program, not to the material or methods of construction.
In 1955 Kahn declares that the task of the architect is to get to "the
nature of our problem from the nature of our spaces ...and from this very
nature of the space, we devise one which we sense it wants to be."' In the
case of a house, its nature is downbeat:
It's a place that's shared with no one.
It's a place that must also be good for another, if he moves in after
this family is gone. It must have the quality of house, rather than just
be a house. It must have the quality of a good place to live., Anyone
5Guadet, Eiments et thiorie, I, 101 quoted in "The Competition for the Grand Pris in 1824: a case study
in architectural education at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts," Neil Levine in The Beaux-Arts and nineteenth-century
French architecture, ed. Robin Middleton, (London: Thames and Hudson, c.1982), 123.
'Julien Guadet quoted by Paul Cret, Architectural Record 23 (1908): 371.
'Guadet, Eliments et thiorie, I, 101 quoted in "The Competition for the Grand Pris in 1824: a case study
in architectural education at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts," Neil Levine in The Beaux-Arts and nineteenth-century
French architecture, ed. Robin Middleton, (London: Thames and Hudson, c.1982), 123.
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going into this place should feel that he could belong. That should be
the requirement of what would make this place belong to architecture.'
The house is a particular institution and institutions also "must be true to their
nature."10 As expressions of architecture, institutions need to be strengthened
by redefining them. For example, in the case of a library, "a man with a book
goes to the light. A Library begins that way."" A building or a thing cannot
be successful unless it is in it's nature.'2 If you separate the building without
defining its nature "you have nothing that holds together. It holds together
physically, but in spirit, very little. As times goes on, that which this building
really needs to express itself is absent."' 3 Insofar as institutions are
concerned, "spaces where it is good to learn, to work and to live may remain
unexpressed if their nature is not redefined."' 4 A nature is defined by its
Existence Will, that is, what a thing wants to be.
In 1964, Kahn departs from this tangible definition of architecture by
stating that it does not exist - only the spirit of architecture exists. 5
Architecture is a spirit that can never be satisfied, and it is
completely insatiable. It transcends all styles; there is no such
thing as modern since everything belongs to architecture that
exists in architecture and has its force. This is the spirit of
architecture.16
'Kahn, "The Invisible City," International Design Conference, Aspen, June 1972 in Wurman 169.
"*Kahn, "Louis I. Kahn as Teacher," From conversations with Arnold J. Aho, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
1970-71, in Wurman, 102.
"Kahn, "Spaces Order and Architecture," 1957, in Writings, 76.
"Kahn, Interview with John W. Cook and Heinrich Klotz, From Conversations with Architects, in Wurman,
190.
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"Kahn, "The White Light and the Black Shadow," Lecture at Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey,
March 6, 1968, in Wurman, 15.
16Kahn, "Address," 1966, in Writings, 210.
Architecture is the embodiment of the unmeasurable 7 and is the expression
of all eternal qualities:' 8
Architecture doesn't know about styles. It knows nothing but
simply its presence, and it's ready to receive an offering that is
true. So man does not do architecture. He does a work of
architecture which he offers to architecture.' 9
Drawings and designs are for Kahn expressions of man's striving to reach the
spirit of architecture.20 "A great building," Kahn opines, "must begin with
the unmeasurable, must go through measurable means when it is being
designed and in the end must be unmeasurable.""
Architecture emerges from - and in the end must be part of - the truth
of humanity: it "is a search for the truth - undefinable, unmeasurable
truth."22 Furthermore, it would never be a part of humanity if it weren't the
truth to begin with.21 "Man will reject anything that is not the truth."24
The truth, in architecture, is when you touch the basic feelings of man.25
Kahn's definition of architecture is that it should appeal to something that is
common to all men. What is common to all men is unmeasurable,2 6 _
17Kahn, "Talks with Students," 1964, in Writings, 168.
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thought, feeling and realization." Feeling and dream, which are particular to
man, have no measure or language.2 ' To achieve a sense of the eternal one
must recognize, express and offer one's individual expression to that which is
common in all men.
Architecture appeals to the feelings and dreams of man as well as
emerging from this unmeasurable source. The beginning is in the realm of
the unmeasurable and the unmeasurable can only come from man. So,
although everything is made by nature, motivation is not: "it lodges in you
and makes it possible to sense it through what nature gives you as an
instrument of expression."29  Unlike nature, man does not exist in the realm
of the measurable because "everything that has to do with man defies
measurement."30
Thus, there are two powerful forces that make architecture - the desire
to express, which is in everybody in some form or another, and Nature itself,
"the maker of all presences". Man makes what nature cannot make because
"Nature does not make a house, it does not make a motorcycle, it makes no
airplane. Only through man are they made."3 1 Man makes the incredible
because nature can't make it, but man must follow nature's rules and laws in
every sense to make it.32  Whereas nature is not concerned with form, man
is.33 Whereas nature is "non-conscious existence,"" man is "conscious
27Kahn, "On Form and Design," 1960, in Writings, 103.
2Kahn, "Form and Design," 1961, in Writings, 112.
2
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"Kahn, An Interview, VIA magazine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, January 11, 1969, in Wurman, 50.
33Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture, CLAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 83.
existence."35  Whereas nature makes "nonconsciously," man makes
consciously.36 And because the architect "by being as he is a man, a
choosing individual, and conscious man" he must not imitate Nature."37
The Nature of Nature
Starting in 1962, before introducing the notion of Light, Kahn explores
the nature of nature. Kahn believes that nothing can be made without nature.
Nature is the instrument maker and the "workshop of God."3 8
The instrument is made by nature - physical nature, a harmony
of systems in which the laws do not act in an isolated way, but
act in a kind of interplay which we know as order. Man
isolates the law and makes every good use of it. But it must
not be assumed that the law, when gotten by the tail this way,
is very happy except when it is in relation to other laws where
its real life actually exists.39
Nature, like Light, is defined as being "the giver of all presences."40 It is the
workshop of God,4 1 the laboratory42 and the instrument.
Nature is where things are made because everything that is made is
subject to the "Order of Things." Nature merely responds to the Existence Will
4Kahn, "Not for the Fainthearted," 1971, in Writings, 260.
asKahn, An Interview, VIA magazine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, January 11, 1969 in Wurman, 38.
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of a thing, that is it will make any form that answers to the very nature of
things." Kahn gives a tongue-in-cheek example of what he believes to
occur in nature to the CIAM Congress at Otterlo in 1959:
a porcupine comes to the Order of Things and says, "I want to
be a porcupine," and the Order says, "My God, what an idea.
Whoever dreamed up this ugly thing." "Oh!" he says, "but I
still want to be a porcupine." And Order says, "Well I have
really not much to do with this." And this is true. Nature is
not concerned with form, only man is concerned with form. It
makes it according to circumstances."
It is the same in the case of the crocodile who "must want to be a crocodile
for reasons of the crocodile. It has nothing to do with man's reasons for the
crocodile."45  The desire of the porcupine and the crocodile to become goes
to nature (the Order of Things) since it encompasses all laws. Nature is "a
harmony of systems in which the laws do not act in an isolated way, but act in
a kind of interplay which we know as order."" What Kahn believes one can
learn from nature is integration because "it is the way of Nature."47
The Nature of nature is that it is physical and the center of the
measurable.48 "Nature only expects you to obey the laws of nature" which
work in unison and not in isolation.49 It makes things according to
circumstance, 50 and is not concerned with form. Because nature makes things
according to circumstance, nature cannot make the same instrument again
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because it is another moment which is a different thing entirely to nature.si
Nature makes instruments which make life possible, but "it will not make the
instrument unless the desire for life is there." 2
Nature is an unconscious thing - it has "no consciousness
whatsoever."50 The psyche is conscious; it demands life and gives life.-
According to Kahn, man's 'indefinable' desire to make a house or to shape a
stone or to compose a sonata still must "obey the laws of nature in their
making."" We make conscious designs because "we can choose at random,
as an author does in building a story that has it own life. Craft objects, such
as the spoon, the hatchet, a piece of silverware, a piece of crockery, a work of
architecture, a book, must, to be called works of man or expressions of man,
contain the presence of a life."56 Man "is of dream, and what nature gives
him as instrument is not enough. He wants much more."57 Man is the
conscious desire that exists in nature.
Kahn proposes then a dichotomous existence between man and nature:
"everything that man makes, nature cannot make. And everything that nature
makes, man cannot make."59 According to Kahn, "man takes nature - the
"Kahn, "A Statement," 1962, in Writings, 146.
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means of making a thing - and isolates its laws. Nature does not do this
because nature works in harmony of laws, which we call order.""
The Nature of Man
As we have seen, the unmeasurable defines the nature of man: "that
which is not yet made" is the very essence of man's existence because it is
what composes man.61 However, there is another truth about the nature of
man; there is a commonness in all men.62 The commonness in man occurs
in the form of the psyche which is a "kind of prevalence" from which we all
borrow a part. It prevails over the entire universe, applies to every living
being and it demands an instrument of expression." What is common to all
men is spirit, the soul, the universal psyche that lies beneath all individual
expression. The psychic spirit is unmeasurable,65 "expressed by feeling and
thought, and will remain unmeasurable." Furthermore, "the psychic
Existence Will calls on nature to make what it wants to be."67 Commonness
is expressed by empathy which "is a realization of in-common-ness - that
which is true of all men. In-common-ness is not just common place. It is a
kind of transcendency, commonness in transcendence."6 1 When you are
thinking about commonness you are thinking about the other man, it is where
"Kahn, "Remarks," 1965, in Writings, 195.
"Kahn, The Profession and Education Address to the International Congress of Architects, Isfahan, Iran,
September 1970, in Wurman, 100.
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you and I become "thou, instead of just I."69 Understanding the motivations
of others presupposes a consciousness of the "commonness between your
nature and the nature of another man.70 A man can know another man's
nature97' not in a specific way but he has a feeling of his nature, a sense of
order "which is all-absorbing of the aura of conditions that come together and
talk to each other."7 2 Recognition of the "thou" requires that you take the
position of the other. Kahn does this when he assumes the role of a hermit
when designing the monastery.
For Kahn commonness is what all men have and what all men have is
the spirit. Kahn uses the words commonness and spirit interchangeably.
Although Kahn says that he always calls it the spirit, he acknowledges that
somehow the word commonness seems better" because it reaches people more
easily. 74 Spirit is a more private word; you don't talk about it."75
Commonness brings it a little close to earth. You realize that
you're really talking to the other gut as well. Here you think
that you're quite independent and that it only belongs to you.
Here you begin to think that it doesn't only belong to you,
which is true, that's what the spirit is.76
Spirit is the eternal quality. Spirit is the essence of existence will and is what
an architect should convey in his design."
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The spirit of architecture provides an intangible framework for
personal expression. For Kahn, the best offerings are those that come from
our singular expression of the nature of something. 8
I recognize the singularity of every individual in attitude and
talent. But the phenomena of individual realizations of a spirit
are only new images of that same spirit. So it is in nature that
the diversity of forms evolves from universal order.79
There is a spirit, a commonness, but the expression of it is personal:
And when one finds in his personal expression the quality that
does not belong to the one who creates it, then he has made
the greatest work. In the offering there must be such a degree
of commonness that the offering is gladly made as though it
were given without a feeling for reward, because its
generalness, its commonness is so self-rewarding that no
reward is necessary.80
Spirit or commonness is the truth about the nature of man. It is also the basis
of his personal expression. What distinguishes a person is the
amount of unmeasurable that is able to come out8 and what makes a great
work is the amount of unmeasurable" - the greater the works, the more
unmeasurable.
Singularity is the particular combination of the brain and soul, "a limit
of the possibility of the unmeasurable qualities of soul, to show itself through
the instrument, brain."83 The reason that it is singular is because "there is a
7 8Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972, in Writings, 310.
7 Kahn, "Architecture: Silence and Light," 1970, in Writings, 248-49.
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defines the brain as being "what man wants so he can express the song of the soul" and "the soul is the same
in all; otherwise you could measure it." The brain "is nature's offering, nature's way of approximating what
man wants as an instrument" to express (Kahn, University of Cincinnati, Callege of Design, Architecture, Art
and Planning, in wurman, 74).
richness in the expression of each personality which no other man possesses;
because he has not got the same brain, because he is another person. For each
one of us the size of our sense of eternity depends on the quality of our brain,
and I use the word "eternity" to distinguish it from the universal.""
For Kahn, "you are a singularity, as an instrument, but not as a
soul."85 Kahn is interested in recognizing the singularity of your nature that
makes you different from another person" and not the singularity of
personality or egocentricity that blocks them from knowing what something
really is - of knowing its nature."
Insofar as architecture is concerned, people want things, but for Kahn,
one's wants are not enough because "everybody must want it. You are
satisfying what they want."88 Architecture must satisfy something that is in
man's nature which is both singular in expression but which satisfies what is
common in all men. The common in all men is feeling and dream. This idea
appeared for the first time in his first attempt to define architecture in 1953.
At that time he defines architecture as a life "emerging from inseparable
aspects of mind and heart....it shouldn't just exist for itself; it should throw
sparks to others. That is really the judgement of a piece of art, that power."8
"Kahn, "Harmony Between Man and Architecture," 1974, in Writings, 338. See Appendix I for Kahn's
distinction between eternity and universal.
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The Nature of Art
The spirit of architecture and art are described by Kahn in the same
way. Kahn describes both as embodying existence and presence, the physical
and the spirit.90 Architecture must follow the laws of nature, "but in the end
when the building becomes part of the living it evokes unmeasurable
qualities....the spirit of existence takes over" from the design.91 Similarly
Kahn describes art as being the "making of a life" and therefore the artist
creates a living thing ("it may not jump, it may not talk, but it's living"). 2 A
great building must go through measurable means when it is being designed
and in the end must be unmeasurable.9 3 What makes art, is that it is "the
language of the spirit."94 Whether he calls it art or architecture it is not
crucial to understanding what he is saying because everything that man does
must, in its best state, be completely unmeasurable: "the greater the works, the
more unmeasurable. The great works are felt in the commonness, the
commonness which the soul, equal in all, gives us. We couldn't really talk to
one man in the world if that weren't so [sic]." 95
The greatest work of art is an artist's "in-touchness with
commonality...his sense of the eternal quality, the eternal quality in
humans...who respond to the yet-not-said and the not-yet-made."96
9"Kahn, "Space and Inspirations," 1967, in Writings, 227.
91Kahn, "Form and Design," 1961, in Writings, 117.
2Kahn, "On the Roof of the Ducal Palace," Venice, Italy, February 26, 1971, in Wurman, 121.
"3Kahn, "Louis I. Kahn," 1961, in Writings, 137.
"Kahn, "Remarks," 1965, in Writings, 197.
"Kahn, University of Cincinnati, College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning, in Wurman, 74.
"Kahn, How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972, in writings, 298.
"Commonness is the spirit of Art because the language of art comes from
commonness, and the spirit is in commonness."97
The Nature of the Beginning
At the beginning, before creation is joy, Silence and commonness. Joy
is the birth of form, it is the "birth of beauty."98 Joy is the medium
"impelling creation over trials of infinite pulses from Nature's touch to the
marvel of seeing, has, is, will be the birth of beauty the sense of the prevailing
harmony at once felt."" (See figure 18). "At the beginning before creation
lies Silence."100 It is a "sort of wordless aura of joy"' and its essence is
commonness. 2 Works that last are those that have a feeling of silence. 03
However, this beginning which is "the motivator of to be," is a spontaneous
thing that never had a beginning." 4 This beginning is like man's beginning
which, Kahn believes, did not begin at a given moment but "at the same time
as everything else."' 05 Commonness is when something is produced for the
'Kahn, In the L.I.K. Studios, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, September 29, 1969, in Wurman,
83.
"Kahn, "Writings," To Karel Mikolas, November 1973, in Wurman, 243.
"Kahn, From a Conversation with David Rothstein and Jim Hatch, Autumn 1973, in Wurman, 243.
wKahn, From a conversation with Jamine Mehta, October 22, 1973, in Wurman, 219.
"'Kahn, Key Lecture, Symposium on the Education and Training of Architects, Tel Aviv, Israel, December
20, 1973, in Wurman, 247.
"'Kahn, "Silence and Light," 1969, in Writings, 237.
"Kahn, "Silence and Light," 1969, in Writings, 237.
"Kahn, From a Conversation with Jamine Mehta, October 22, 1973, in Wurman, 218.
'"Kahn, "Harmony Between Man and Architecture," 1974, in Writings, 334.
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Fig. 18. Kahn's notes about beauty, joy and Art.
first time and somehow it has the quality of having always been there.'0
Commonness or spirit is where art and architecture begins."0
"So," says Kahn "it's commonness and order." 08  The prevalence of
spirit or commonness is the eternal.1" The other prevalence is order."o
Order and spirit are not two things; they are actually one. Order, the sum
total of all the laws of nature, is the only thing that can give you presence."'
The spirit is already material, "even though it is seemingly nonmaterial, it is a
promise, a self-revelation."" 2  For Kahn, there are no fights between spirit
and order because they are the center of eternal harmony." 3
According to Kahn, when you are thinking of commonness, you are
"thinking of that wonderful surge in a kind of direction true to something else,
not necessarily order" which makes choices that seem possible." 4 It is what
is in all of us, our soul, our recognition of "thou" and not just the "I"."
"Kahn, From Lecture and Walking Tour, Fort Wayne Art Centre Dedication, Fort Wayne, Indiana, 1974,
in Wurman, 251.
"Kahn, "New Frontiers in Architecture, CIAM in Otterlo 1959," in Writings, 91.
"Kahn, In the LI.K. Studios, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, September 29, 1969, in Wurman,
78.
*Kahn, In the LI.K. Studios, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, September 29, 1969, in Wurman,
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"*Kahn, "How'm I Doing, Corbusier?" 1972, in Writings, 301.
"'Kahn, "Palace of Congress," Venice, Italy, 1968-74, in Wurman, 219.
"
2Kahn, From a Conversation with Jamine Mehta, October 22, 1973, in Wurman, 218.
"
3Kahn, "Palace of Congress," Venice, Italy, 1968-74, in Wurman, 219.
"
4Kahn, In the LI.K. Studios, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, September 29, 1969, in Wurman,
78.
"'Kahn, University of Cincinnati, College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning, in Wurmian, 74.
CONCLUSION
This thesis analyzes the thinking of Louis I. Kahn and traces the
meaning of four of his major concepts. In his argumentation he attempts to
work towards an essentialism, seeking out his particular version of
fundamental axioms. Words are defined in a highly personal manner and often
represent entire theoretic constructs. Statements are dense and made with an
air of authority. Yet within this context there is a sort of clarity which arises
from his dogged consistency and unyielding search for precise distinction.
Kahn's writing shows little awareness of epistemological concerns.
His arguments frequently lead to circularity and tautology. It is a debate of
eternal return, a debate turned in on itself. This isolation highlights an irony:
although a major component of Kahn's theory and design involves integrating
parts with each other, his writing integrates to little outside of himself.
But Kahn manages to achieve, given that he is an architect and not a
writer or philosopher, a meaningful basis or foundation for his architecture.
His search for a point of departure is unparalleled. Furthermore from his
writings we can define his position and gain access to some of his aspirations
for architecture. An appreciation of his intentions is essential for any
meaningful critique of his architectural enterprise. Although Kahn's thinking
would not be expected to contribute to philosophical debate, it does provide an
important model for the value of having rigorous theoretical convictions as a
basis for artistic work. It further suggests that these convictions are more than
intellectual achievements and that they are personal and questioning.
This thesis does not attempt to present his thinking as either
harmonious or inconsistent It merely attempts to map the content of his
argument and meaning that he appears to have been trying to explore for his
own use. In many ways, this study is an attempt at translation, and as
translator, I have chosen to allow the text to explain itself.
APPENDIX I: GLOSSARY OF KAHN DEFINITIONS
The numerical parenthesis i.e. (45) refers to Alessandra Latour, Louis I. Kahn:
Writings, Lectures, Interviews. Numerical parenthesis with "W" i.e. (W45)
refers to Richard Saul Wurman, What will Be Has Always Been: The Words of
Louis I. Kahn. Italicized words within definitions refer to concepts specific to
Kahn also defined in the glossary.
Agreement - just the feeling of agreeing, of commonality, recognition of a
work that has in it some degree of eternity (W232); is
agreement without example (W252); has the quality that
something can be produced for the first time, and somehow it
has a quality of always having been there (W251).
Architecture - does not exist (221); has no presence but exists as the
realization of a spirit (249); is the embodiment of the
unmeasurable (168); an expression of all the eternal qualities
(305); is a spirit - it has no presence but it has existence (306);
is a spirit that can never be satisfied (210); is the reaching out,
the search for truth (W82); is a world within a world (210); to
be called a work or expression of man must contain the
presence of a life (154). Polarity - A WORK OF
ARCHITECTURE.
Art - is in the realm of the unmeasurable, is. the language of God (163); is
commonness of spirit (225); is the making of a life (154); the
expression of the soul, the only language of the soul (W10); is
the product of the intuitive (W251); the first word (243); is
the concrete product of feeling at its greatest moment (97).
A work of architecture - is an offering to the spirit of architecture...a spirit
that just waits to present itself (W103). Polarity -
ARCHITECTURE.Beauty - means total harmony (W161) of a
presence (195); is the sense of
rapport - the same kind of sense as human agreement (W136);
is like truth - you can't strive for it just happens (W136); has
the motivating power to instill in you a sense of wonder
(W136); the first instinct in man, has nothing to do with good-
looking or more beautiful - it isn't even beautiful - it's beauty
(W161); is a selectivity and something to do with a
completeness of the harmony of a presence (195).
Beginning - the eternal confirmation (W176); sense of inspiration (114); in it
lies the confirmation of all things that follow (W142); couldn't
be anything one can describe, unbelievable "sourceful" and all-
powerful, there must be a word for it like God (W143); reveals
the nature of the human (W176); a spontaneous thing which
never had any beginning (W218); in the moment of the
beginning lies the whole of its spirit and resourcefulness from
which our present needs we must constantly draw inspiration
(W261). See - ETERNAL.
Brain - purely physical, centre of the measurable (223); an instrument that can
bring the spirit within you out (322); nature's way of
approximating what man wants as an instrument to express the
song of his soul an instrument, nature's offering, (W74).
Polarity - SOUL.
Character - is existence will of a space (86); spiritual aura (263); the nature of
a thing (W105); difference (W205). See - EXISTENCE
WILL.
Characteristic - what makes the building as distinct from any other building
(W11).
Commonality - is a sense of human agreement (W246); is in stating the
nature of what the architect is doing (W170); sense of
commonality in a rule (W160); lies in the principles (W143);
has the character of the homespun (W235); See - RULE.
Commonness - Kahn uses this word instead of spirit because it reaches
everybody much more easily (W79); is indestructible, a
prevalence, its everywhere (W81); the soul gives us
commonness (W77); the spirit is in commonness (W83); there
is feeling that one understands the other, and that it isn't
necessarily the words (W77); is satisfied by thinking
elementally because you release nature (87); from commonness
comes the feeling of realization about something (W78);
prevalence of commonness is eternity (81). See - SPIRIT.
Polarity - SINGULARITY.
Composition - is measurable (112); to express oneself one must employ the
measurable means of composition or design (W260); is almost
immediate; the characteristic of one building as compared to
the characteristic of another (W131); belong to man (W52);
composition is what architects should be, that is composers of
elements (213) the bigger thing is the composition of elements
and then the perfection of elements (W96); the architect never
presents a design, but presents a composition of elements in
which design is present because they are so sympathetic to
each other (W80); the architect composes elements so that they
'marry each other well' (W86); is the characteristic that
distinguishes from the characteristic of another building
(W13 1); composition comes from form because form is the
distinction of inseparable elements (W96). See - ELEMENTS
and DESIGN.
Corridor - degenerates into a place to walk through, it loses its light, it isn't
worthy (W235). See - HALL.
Design - is measurable (112); perfects elements (213); the struggle to develop
elements into shapes that are compatible with one another
(252); the exercise of putting into being that which you realize
is form (148); is a single spark out of form (W175); the
infighting to make the composition concept hold (W131); the
infighting, the time when you struggle to get from the
existence in the mind into something you visualize (96);
bringing out the nature of things as far as materials and the
laws of nature goes (W30); working within elements to perfect
them (214). See - COMPOSITION. Polarity - FORM.
Desire - completely unmeasurable and unpredictable, only circumstance brings
it out (272); insatiable and you cannot ever know what it is,
renewed all the time (W29); in people has the promise of new
needs (W 115); is insatiable and you cannot every know what it
is (W29); is the core of expressive instinct that has to be
given play (329); the entire strength of man's striving to live
(W76). Polarity - NEED. See - WILL.
Desire to Express - is in the nature of man (163); is the major motivation for
living (284); is Silence (248); is in the realm of eternity (W29);
comes from the realm of the unmeasurable (312); is prevailing
(W29); in the space between the desire to be to express i.e.
Silence and "giver of all presences" i.e. Light (232); the words
not yet spoken, the action not yet taken place, no weight,
unmaterial (339). See - SILENCE, WILL TO EXPRESS and
INSPIRATION TO EXPRESS.
Elements - the inseparable parts, that which is different from the other (W78);
one thing being of significance in itself (W79); consciousness
of the parts (W80); must be separated in order to be great and
not homogenized (W86); in thinking in terms of elements it is
good to think at the same time in terms of orders, ie. the order
of material (W84); in the development of elements you get an
order, because when you make something you must call on the
laws of nature (W96). See - ORDER.
Eternal - prevalence of commonness (W81); relates to everything which
concerns man (338); deals with the nature of man (301); a kind
of completely new essence that "nonconscious" nature does not
understand or know about (195); a quality which is the seed
which stimulates the true artist (W175). Polarity -
UNIVERSAL. See- BEGINNING.
Eternal - deals with the nature of man (301); completely new essence that
"nonconscious" nature does not know about or understand
(195); prevalence of commonness (W81). Polarity - see
UNIVERSAL.
Eternity - no one can explore eternity, eternity has to be revealed - it is
revealed by circumstances (338); is like to brothers, one who
just wanted to express and one to make, but there weren't two
brothers there was just one (W29); our sense of eternity
depends on the quality of our brain (338).
Existence - the spirit of architecture (306); cannot touch; a thought, is not
material (W74). Polarity - PRESENCE.
Existence Will - the spirit of something is the essence of existence will
(W261); calls on nature to make it what it wants to be
(W 117); can be achieved by a realization (W260); the
character of a space (86); is in feeling and in the psyche
(W260).
Expression - man does not express himself but is an instrument of expression
(312); the seat of expression lies in the unmeasurable (312)
and has to do with finding eternal qualities, the nature of
something, for what he is creating and use them through his
singular expression (310).
Fact - is measurable (W136); temporary things (W232). Polarity - TRUTH.
Form - is an inner image, has no shape or dimension, but has the reflection of
the order of things which makes one space particular and not
like other spaces (103); the realization of a nature, made up of
inseparable elements (225); the realization of that which can be
(W213); a realization of the difference between one thing and
another (141); has its own characteristic, has characteristics
for inseparable parts (148); has no presence, but its existence is
in the mind (225); it precedes Design and guides design by
holding the relation of its elements (225); form is like order
(225); encompasses a harmony of systems, a sense of order
and that which characterizes one existence from another (314);
has no shape or dimension (314); not part of the design
process (252). Polarity - DESIGN. See - SHAPE.
Hall - is a worthy thing (W235). See - CORRIDOR.
Human - a larger term for man (W172). See - MAN.
Inspiration - a quality which comes out of a desire to be to express, it comes
out of the soul, out of the essence soul (W28); are the
beginnings of all works (W75); is the moment when the desire
to express meets the possible (W247); brings the urge to
express and is where Silence and Light meet, the beginning.
See - BEGINNING.
Inspiration to express - defines the nature of man (234); is in everyone (153);
is all of art (208); is the centre of art (223); is the most
powerful inspiration (223); is intangible (163). See - DESIRE
TO EXPRESS and WILL TO EXPRESS.
Institution - institution and agreement are the same thing (W98); institution
really means you are instituting something which everyone
agrees to (W98); character of institutions are established by
those sensitive to commonness (W83); everything that an
architect does is first answerable to an institution of man
before it becomes a building (194). See - AGREEMENT.
Intuitive - the most powerful instrument within us, the most accurate sense, it
gives us a sense of commonality, a sense of human agreement
(W25 1).
Knowing - is pretentious and audacious, it means nothing (W30); same
attitude as for truth and fact. Polarity - KNOWLEDGE.
Knowledge - is not pretentious (W30); always remains incomplete (300).
Polarity - KNOWING.
Law - is 'non-conscious' (W260); is universal in character (338); is there,
always there, it cannot be changed (149); laws of nature are
extracted as fragments of order itself (300); find new rules
from realization of law (149); has no feeling, is relentless
(149). Polarity - RULE. See - ORDER.
Life - is something that is; the nature of our existence (W6). Polarity -
LIVING.
Light - the giver of all presences (224); what is possible (2240. Polarity -
SILENCE.
Living - the exercise of life. Polarity - LIFE.
Man - everything that has to do with man defies measurement (W23); is the
conscious desire that exists in nature (195); refers to the
species (W172); man is made of that which is not yet made
which is man's existence, only art can bring it up, it has to do
with the aspirations of man (W100); takes nature and isolates
its laws (195); everything man makes nature cannot make
(208); man makes the incredible because nature cannot, but
man must follow nature's rules (W50); man makes consciously
(W127); man is of dream (195). Polarities - see NATURE and
HUMAN.
Measurable - See NATURE.
Mind - the instrument which is really the soul and the brain; every mind is
different (223); seat of the intuitive (322) centre of the
unmeasurable (223). Polarity - BRAIN. See -
SINGULARITY.
Nature - is in the realm of the measurable 112); is the instrument maker
which makes life possible, the workshop of God (146); works
in harmony of laws we call order (195); makes its design
through the tenets of order (W260); is not concerned with
form, it makes according to circumstance (83); a harmony of
systems which we know as order (145); nature's laws do not
act in an isolated way but act in a kind of interplay which we
know as order (145); integration is the way of nature (79);
nature makes "nonconsciously" (W127). Polarity - MAN.
Need - a temporary measurable thing (272); is so many bananas, is a ham
sandwich (W94); it is almost disgraceful to think that you are
doing something for anybody if you are just giving them what
they need (W94). Polarity - DESIRE.
Order - a prevalence (W87); envelopes all natural laws (338); the sum total of
all the laws of nature (W219); prevalence of order is the
universe (81); takes in all the laws, those that are invented and
those that are still not invented (W213); is the only thing that
can give you presence (W219); order and spirit are actually
one (W219). See - LAWS.
order - order means inherent (W145); order of the material is the truth of the
nature of a material (W52); a state of comprehension about
existence, a sense of the existence will of something (82). See -
ELEMENTS.
Presence - a specific work i.e. a work of architecture (306). Polarity -
EXISTENCE.
Realization - is unclearly defined but it impresses you as being in the nature
you look for inseparable parts (W223); the existence will of a
particular architectural space, the merging of thought and
feeling, the source of what a thing wants to be, the beginning
of form (113); is related to form, it is the beginning of form
and like form is in the realm of the unmeasurable; it is a
natural agreement of thought and feeling which has
transcended the individual but which simultaneously defines
the nature /characteristic of the individual; is a thought and a
feeling together which create a kind of realization (82); a sense
of order (82); senses the existence will of a form (82); from a
realization an architect can derive what a thing wants to be,
the very nature of a thing (82); a sense of a harmony of
systems, belongs to that which wants to exist; belongs to the
realm of architecture itself (105); cannot be described (146);
See - FORM.
Rule - has something in common with eternity (338); rules can change and the
greatest joy belongs to the person who find a new rule,
because he knows that this will put mankind in closer contact
with the feelings of the community (338); should always be
considered as being on trial (149); is made from realizations of
feeling and the law (149); rule is conscious (W260); there is a
sense of commonality in a rule (W160); automatically changes
when more is known about the law (149); rule has feeling
(149). Polarity - LAW.
Shape - is an expression of form (252); not part of the process of design
manipulation (252); something that man chooses to interpret
form (W213). See - COMPOSITION.
Silence - the desire to be to express (224); the essence of Silence is
commonness (237); is the force out of which grows the will
and the desire to express oneself (338); precedes creation
(W219); existed before the first stone was laid (248); a sort of
wordless aura of joy to desire to be to express (W247).
Polarity - LIGHT.
Singularity - the combination of the brain and soul gives you a singularity
(W74); a limit of the possibility of the unmeasurable qualities
of soul, to show itself through the instrument, brain (W74);
difference from another person (103); what distinguishes a
person is the amount of unmeasurable that is able to come out
(W229). Polarity - COMMONNESS.
Soul - is the same in all (223); unmeasurable (W74); is a prevalence, no two
people can have the same soul (193); gives us commonness.
Polarity - BRAIN. See - COMMONNESS.
Spirit - is unmeasurable (225); has to do with the wonder of its beginning
(91); the spirit of something always is, always was, always will
be (272); is a more personal word for commonness (W79); is
the essence of existence will (114); spirit is an eternal quality;
is in the nature of a space and the will to exist in a certain way
(58); knows no method or style (178); language of the spirit is
art (197); is a self revelation, it has to be felt (W218).
Polarity - COMMONNESS.
Truth - anything that happens is truth (W136); cannot seek truth, it is always
newly revealed, it is really your personal truth (299); is
unmeasurable (299); Kahn has the same attitude toward
knowing and knowledge. Polarity - FACT.
Universal - deals with the laws of nature (301); relates only to the physical
(338); prevalence of order; "material eternalness" (W81).
Polarity - ETERNAL.
Unmeasurable - is what is the same in all of us (W74); will always remain
unmeasurable, we can never know it, but if we recognize this
we can get closer to it (148); is the realm of the artist (163);
unmeasurable aspect of our existence is the most important
ones - thought, feeling, realization (103). Polarity -
MEASURABLE. See - MAN.
Will to express - is a progressive uneasiness (338). See - DESIRE TO
EXPRESS.
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